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Murder Trial
Will Continue
This Afternoon

Actress
122 Graduate From Former
Visits Here With
Murray High School The Puckett Family

One hundred twenty-two Mrs. Alney Allbritten Norell of
graduating seniors, the largest Pasadena, California, has been
and last class to graduate from visiting the James Puckett
Murray High School on Main family of Route 2, Hazel. Mrs.
Street, received their diplomas Norrell was born in Calloway
and awards last night ( Wed- County and is the daughter of the
nesday, June 2) in impressive late Capt. and Mrs. R. A.
fired. He said that the rifle was
The trial of Franklin Collins, in test fired and that in his ballistic
ceremonies in Holland Stadium Allbritten.
which he is charged with wilful examination,the markings on the
before a large audience of She was formerly an actress,
murder of Mrs. Louise Dixon was
and
friends.
the
in
relatives
years
parents,
test fired bullets were the same
having spent many
yesterday afternoon at
adjourned
Leading the processional and Theatre, Radio and Television,
as the markings on the bullet
Reading a cartoon the other day
3:30 p.m. until this afternoon at taken from Mrs. Dixon on the
where a fellow says "How come a presenting the diplomas was before going to California. She
1:00 p.m.
'slight tax increase' always costs Chairman of the Board of worked with such stars as Lillian
night of February 17. The 22 rifle
The prosecution completed its had been taken from Mr. Collins,
me a couple of hundred while a Education Maurice Ryan. Third Gish, Burl Ives, Phil Silvers,
case yesterday with Com- with his consent, on the day of
Ilild Y. Adria
Pete A. Roney
'substantial tax cut' saves me honor student, Mary Winter, Wm. Hopper (Paul Drake of
Key K. Knight
monwealth Attorney resting the the alleged murder.
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. John C. "Perry Mason") Cary Grant,
maybe only sixty cents?"
of the state shortly after 3:00 He explained that he fired two
case
invocation.
gave
the
others.
Winter,
Agnes Moorehead, and
Judge James Lassiter,
p.m.
test rounds of ammunition given
Claude Vaughn out the other day 'Salutatorian Nancy Hart, Her last appearance on
Circuit Judge, told the courtroom to him with the gun and fired two
to hook us on to the sewer line. daughter of Dr. and Mrs. James Broadway, was in Mary Chas's,
that
mandatory
that since it was
C. Hart, proposed that the "Bernardine", for the late
rounds of ammunition of his own.
he be in court in another city Markings on all bullets, including
He sends out the biggest back graduates and all present find Guthrie Mcaudic.
this
High School, in addition to being within his jurisdiction
hoe, we ever laid eyes on and we happiness by maintaining a
the one taken from Mrs. Dixon,
Mrs. Morrell is a member of the
been
at 9:00 o'clock, the trial
Scholarships have
morning
player,
basketball
wonder
Oury
throughout
outstanding
of
Wendell
this
"sense
was
Capt.
an
operating
John
who
local
tell
were the same.
DAR,
1:00
ewarded by the Murray Optimist was also actively involved in could not continue here until
Chapter. She belongs aLso, to the
monster, John, we says, see all life."
County Attorney Sidney Esaley
Roney, Edd F.
afternoon.
Superintendent Fred Schultz Kentucky State Poetry Society. "Banned Books," an exhibit of :Tub to Pete A.
Beta Club, Student Council, and o'clock Thursday
these bushes that have from two
was placed on the stand and read
witnesses
Knight.
K.
Roy
morning
and
Adams,
Yesterday
Staff. President of both
to five years growth on them. spoke on "Finding Your Own
a statement which he said was
some of the most celebrated Roney, is the son of Mrs. Anne Annual
Council and his senior against Collins included Henry signed by Franklin Collins, adStudent
the
John says he did. Well, we says, Identity" and said the four
from
banning
book
of
examples
Roney of Route 6, Murray. The
Roney plans to pursue the Dixon, father-in-law of the slain mitting his guilt.
we would rather have them than requisites might be "to have a
387 B. C. to the 1960's was opened 1971 graduate of Calloway County class.
curriculum at woman, James Dixon, her
-medicine
pre
Before reading the statement,
to be on the sewer line, so please vision, to make a total comthis week at the Calloway County
husband, Dr. David L. Barrett,
conviction
a
to
State.
have
mitment,
Murray
them.
consultation was held in the
May off of
a
Public Library.
parents are Mr. and pathologist who performed the jury room by Judge Lassiter,
Adams'
that life must have meaning, and
of
trend
the
shows
The display
Spann, City
Mrs. ExleAdams of 312 South autopsy, Dale
We don't know how he managed to have the incentive to act."
lawyers, Deputy Wilson and
censorship throughout the years
graduate of Policeman and County Detective, Attorney Easley. Collins gave the
1971
A
Street.
Valedictorian Anne Battle,
Tenth
It, but not a broken leaf did he
and the changes in thought and
Detective.
Murray High School, he plane to and Joe Hill, State
produce. He maneuvered that big daughter of Dr. and Mrs. Guy A.
statement to Wilson and Easley
taste that have taken place, The Murray-Calloway County
computer On resuming the trial at 1:00 on the night of March 6 and it was
in
career
a
pursue
machine around like it was a Battle, discussed the "changing
according to Mrs. Margaret Senior Citizens Club will have its
Bob Sloan of
science by beginning his studies yesterday, Sergeant
skate board and when we got world" and yet reminded her
typed up and signed by Collins on
Insocial
Crime Lab
for the Trevathan, librarian.
the
Eubanks,
at
Police
L
State
Clifford
luncheon
Dr.
the
potluck
has
summer.
the
world
that
this
the
audience
and
all
evening
MSU
at
home that
the following day.
books
the
why
to
as
formation
chairman of the
hall of the First United Methodist Knight, a student at Murray testified that the rifle in custody
work was done, we inspected the always been " a world of past four years
In the statement signed by
was
who
and
of Management at were banned
Church on Friday, June 4, at State, is receiving this award for of the County Sheriff was the gun Collins, he said that he had
pink Dogwood, the Chionanthus change." She had found an old Department
State University, has responsible for the censorship noon.
straight year. He is the from which the death bullet was planned to rape Mrs. Dixon on the
Virginica, the Pfitr.er, the old Persian saying that everyone Murray
will be given along with the book Mrs. Bertha Jones, Mrs. his second
the
College
of
dean
been
named
a
"have
Mrs. Roy Knight
things:
and
three
son of Mr.
crookedy Pussy Willow and nary should do
morning of February 17. He said
Commerce at display.
Robbie Harrison, and Mrs. 213South Eleventh Street. After
a scratch did we find. Thanks son, plant a tree, and write a of Business and
he came up behind the house
that
Most of the books, the librarian Vernon Roberts will be in charge
poem." This represented having Troy State University, Troy,
summer of employment in
John.
and walked in to find her nude
religion,
of
ban
a
under
fall
said,
of the program.
a more meaningful family life, Ala., effective July 16.
city recreation program, he
except for her glasses. He said
Ark., politics, or morality. Among the Hostesses will be Mesdames
studies majoring
his
to
Operating one of those things is leaving the world better than you A native of Paragould,
return
the statement that she tried to
In
which
to Murray titles exhibited are those
John Farmer, Gu.ssie Geurin, Industrial education.
an art and takes coordination like found it and doing something Dr. Eubanks came
argue him out of his intentions,
cornthe
have
withstood
Dunn,
faculty
a
from
in
1967
Lula
State
Martha Golden,
of the scholarshi
you never saw before. Just ask R. creative. "Above all," the
but that he persisted. He said that
demnation of their times to Virgie Clark, Essie Blalock, and Each
will be awarded $200
C. Jones if you don't believe us. valedictorian said, "be yourself position at Kansas State
recipients
he made her disconnect the
as
today,
of
classics
become the
Ruby Barnes.
expenses.
college
and remember that truth is University. He received his
to
apply
telephone from the wall and then
doctorate from the 'University of well as many other important
The college boy wrote home to his constant."
tied her hands behind her back
trials
have
suffered
which
works
also
earned
ac- Arkansas, where he
the
reviewing
In
mother,"Mom,could you put an
with a string from a guitar. He
tribulations.
and
degree in business
she was hollering at him to
extra ten bucks in your next complishments of the 99th and his master's
said
The banned books inclu
envelope to me? I need the money final class to graduate from the adminhitration.
leave and that he had her close a
Homer's "Odyssey," the Bible
wee
degree
bachelor's
His
to buy a pair of Pep pants to wear hens of Murray High School on
window so that her voice could
"Decameron,'
Vacation Church School at the
State at Boccaccio's
not be heard.
at our Pep Rally for the final Main Street, Principal Eli earned at Arkansas
o Kiricsey United Methodist Church
Merchant
"The
's
Shakespeare
In the statement Collins said
football game. They're supposed Alexander first announced the 31 Jonesboro.
Venice, "Voltaire's "Dandide," will begin Monday, June 7, at Carl Roberts graduated from
students who graduated with high "Murray State University
he heard a car coming and
that
to put life into the party..."
"
Miserables,
Officers Candidate School at
12:30 p.m.
sincerely regrets the loss of Dr. Victor Hugo's "Les
turned his head to see who it was
In her next letter to the boy the distinction having an average of
of
"Leaves
Whitman's
May
on
Island,
Walt
Rhode
for
held
Newport,
be
will
who
is
sessions
one
of our most
The
Eubanks,
and out of the corner of his eye he
mother put two ten dollar bills 90 per cent or better during four
-The two hours each day according to 14 where he was commissioned as
outstanding professors," Dr. Grass," Samuel Clemens'
and a note,"Buy an extra pair for years of study.
(Continued on Page Ten)
Sawyer,"
Freeman
K.
Tom
Olga
Mrs.
shipped
of
Adventures
John Jones, minister of the an ensign. He will be
They were David Alexander, Harry M. Sparks, president of
An
your Dad and send them as quick
Dreiser's
Francisco,
San
Theodore
at
port
the
from
said.
State
church.
Murray
Anne Battle, Mike Boyd, Mary
as you can!"
American Tragedy," James Mrs. Howard
McCallon, California.
Jane Buchanan, Christi Cooper, "Dr. Eubanks has contributed
John
"Ulysses,"
Joyce's
school, Roberts received his Bachelor
of
affairs
the
the
vacation
student
to
much
of
the
director
Etherton,
"Nothing is easier than fault Harold Doran, Mark
"The Grapes of said that interesting Biblical of Science degree from Murray
Steinbeck's
as
an
through
service
university
finding...No talent, no self-denial, Rebecca Fenton, Georgianna
advisor to the Student Govern- Wrath," Erskine Caldwell's lessons, crafts and refreshments State University in August 1970.
no brain, no character are Furgerson, Richard Hall, Nancy
ment and to the professional "God's Little Acre," John will be included on the program He was employed at the Ferry
Richard
Houston,
Annette
required to get set up in the Hart,
North
"Ten
t of the institution. O'Hara's
advancemen
Morse Seed Company, Union
of the school.
Jones, Suzanne Jones, Freya
grumbling business."
" J. D. Salinger's All parents are encouraged to City, Tenn., before entering the Mrs. Olga K. Freeman of capacity as a teacher and
Frederick,
him
to
see
regret
we
"Although
Larson, Gail Lyons, Nancy
Hazel, who is retiring from her librarian that her talents shine
we are pleased that a man of "The Cattier In the Rye," and bring their children and to invite service January 4, 1971.
Mathis, Kitty Lou Milliken, John go,
Naked
"The
Librarian post at Hazel and best. She is a stimulator of the
Mailer's
Norman
of
son
the
the
is
for
is being chosen
The Murray man
others to attend.
McNeely, Wade Outland, Darryel his caliber
RUG ON HEATER
and the Dead."
623 Concord Elementary schools was youth: their guide, philosopher
Roberts,
Hollis
of
Badness
School
Mrs.
the
of
and
Mr.
dean
Paschall, Bill Pinkston, Gale
paid special tribute last week by and friend.
and Commerce at one of the fine
North Fourth Street, Murray.
Now You Know
The Murray Fire Department Readel, Pat Ryan, Ronald institutions of the South. It is a
"Mrs.Freeman has lived to see
the students, parents and faculty
By United Press International
were called to the residence of Shemvrell, Ray Smith, Jayda compliment to Murray State
many of her students accomplish
of Hazel Elementary School.
Ruth
Pike's Peak, one of the most
Jesse Speancer at 1304 Olive Stuart, Mark Tinsley,
At a special called meeting the great thine. As she retires we
KITTENS ARE FREE
University that they have chosen
famous mountains in the United A mother cat and kittens, seven students, parents and faculty of know she will be visited by many
Boulevard on Wednesday at 11:45 Titsworth, Alan Weatherly and a man from our faculty for this
States because of its commanda.m. The fire was from a rug Mary Winter.
weeks old, are free to persons for the school presented Mrs. of these students who will come to
Individual awards presented key position."
ing
location end easy accessibiand
of
Mr.
yard
Mrs.
The
Cook
against an electric heater. No
For further information call Freeman a diamond pendant. see her and to listen to her words
pets.
Almost simultaneous with the
lity, is only the 32nd tallest
damage was reported.
The presentation was made by of wisdom.
(Continued on Page Ten)
7534682.
announcement of his ap- Sanders has been selected as
mountain in Colorado.
by
for
the
June
Month"
of
"Yard
"We will always recognize
James Feltner, principal of the
deanship,
Troy
the
to
pointment
of the
school. He read a letter of ap- Mrs. Freeman as our friend. We
Dr. Eubanks received notice the Garden Department
Club. These
will always regard her as a lady
preciation that stated:
Tuesday of his selection by the Murray Woman's
"In any list of distinguished of good will, and kindness of
University of Arkansas as a selections are made each month
during
teachers the name of Olga K. heart.
member of a group of business by a panel of secret judges
"In the twilight of her
Freeman will appear high on the
xofessors to teach in universities the summer season.
During her years as retirement, as she lives among
list.
In Europe during the next The Sanders' home is located
on Chaucer Drive in the Canteacher and librarian, she did her neighbors and friends of
academic year.
many desirable and constructive Hazel, she is honored and loved
Western Kentucky Residents t moved with the storm in a
Although he will be unable to terbury Estates just off South
things. For her great service to by all."
early today anxiously watched iortheasterly direction from accept the overseas appointment, 166 Street. The house is of tan
Mrs. Freeman's teaching and
her community and to the schools
taught brick trimmed in pale yellow
have
would
he progress of a funnel cloud Wayfield.
he
where she taught, her fame will librarian career has spanned
in in- with yellow shutters.
as
a
courses
thunt
iighted aloft during
managemen
Little damage was reported
of the Sanders' yard
live and she will be called blessed thirty-three years. She served in
ierstorm.
.he. funnel cloud apparently stitutions at Weisbaden, Bitburg. Features
Henry
by the students who have come to the following schools:
The cloud first was sighted by -emained aloft, but hail was and Ramstein, all in West Ger include red and white dogwood
and
Mrs.
crabs,
serve.
to
County,
forth
flowering
Henry
go
School,
High
and
trees,
learn
eghtwatchman James Garland, -eported in Calloway County.
many.
Freeman is the kind of woman Tennessee; Puryear High School,
mho is employed by the Ingersoll- The funnel cloud also was "It is with much regret that we southern magnolia in the front
is a Puryear, Tennessee; and Hazel
red azaleas in front of
you never forget. She
Rand plant at Mayfield.
keerved four miles south of leave Murray. and Murray yard with
dynamic, vigorous and energetic and New Concord Elementary
He said flashes of lightning Benton and near Hardin.
State," he said in submitting his the inset window, Japanese
person. She can dramatize a schools,Caloway County, Kenlluminatecethe funnel clearly as The U. S. Weather Service at resignation. "The people in the hollies, blue junipers. and boxare on both sides of
story, of poem and make it a tucky.
Louisville issued a severe Department of Management are wood shrubs
bay window is
A
house.
vivid episode you will remember
the
She attended college in
to
the
with
which
wort,
after
group
fine
a
bulletin
weather
patio
the
by
back
the
in
State University,
Memphis
always.
featured
of
residents
a
rewarding
been
it
has
and
sighting and warned
which are Japanese holly,
"She has a love for the youth Peabody College and received
the Murray-Kentucky Lake area personal experience to have been around
holly, and wax leaf
around her. She believes in them her B. S. and M. A. degrees from
to be prepared to move to a place associated with them. The Troy Chinese
and
and longs to see them given Murray State University.
Kentucky: Partly cloudy, of safety if a dark, menacing position, however, presents a privet. Red leaf maple
trees are in
Mrs. Freeman is a member of
opportunities to develop their
terrific opportunity and a great American redbud
warm and humid today through cloud was sighted.
God-given qualities. It is in-her the Hazel Methodist Church and
each corner in the back yard.
Friday with widely scattered The storm moved on toward the personal challenge"
Sanders moved to
serves her church as a -loyal and
thundershowers mainly in the Dawson Springs-Hopkinsville Mrs. Eubanks is the former Mr.and Mrs.
in December
home
Correction
present
their
faithful member. She is also a
apmost
and
and
Wilms Hyde of Paragould,
afternoons and evening
area, but the funnel cloud
partner in the
member of Delta Kappa Gamma
they have.two children, Kathy, it, 1969. He is a
numerous west portion. Highs parently dissipated.
Sales,
Lay's Potato Chips advertised Society,P.E.O. Sisterhood,
today and Friday in the Ms. Lows Earlier Wednesday night, and Keith, 7. They live on Her- Sanders-Purdom Motor
by Johnson Grocery yesterday National Educational
Murray, and she is a teacher at
tonight in the 604.
residents of Graves and Hickman mitage Place in Murray.
the
Alino Elementary School.
should have been listed as 39 Association, Kentucky
counties were put on a tornado
cents.
Educational Association, KenEXTENDED OUTLOOK
alert after a funnel cloud was
tucky Library Association, and
for
Police.
outlook
weather
Clinton
Extended
spotted by
RIDING CLUB
Calloway County Teachers'
Kentucky Saturday through
The Wranglers Riding Club will. Association.
WRONG NAME
Monday:
ride Friday night at the riding
Mrs. Freeman says that she
thunTemple Hill Lodge No. 276 Free
scattered
Widely
The Oaks Country Club Swim
pen. The first class will begin at 7 has no special plans for the
meet
will
accident
Masons
the
through
In the story about
Team will hold its first practice and Accepted
dershowers daily
ADDING IT UP: Three of the 124 lady golfers who participated
in future. She enjoys her churcA and
Monday. Warm and humid of Jerry Turner on Monday night, session for the summer on In regular session on Saturday, hi the George Hart Memorial Tournament Wednesday add up o'clock. Ribbons will be given
the classes. There will be a club activities, reading, traveling
all
to
are,
left
June 5, at 7:30 p.m.
They
play.
of
through Sunday, becoming it was Turner who was thrown Monday, June 7, at nine a.m.
nine
holes
their score cards at the end of
Work will be in the Master right: Mrs. Fixie Coleman, Princeton; Mrs. Olivia Isabel], class for everyone to ride in. The and visiting with the members of
slightly-cooler Monday. Highs in through the windshield and not All members of the Swim Team
public is invited to attend. Food her family. Her older son was the
All
Master
the upper 804 to mid 904 Saturday Pittman as listed in the report. are requested to be present, Mason's degree.
Mayfield, and Mrs. Frances Miller, Murray. ( Additional Picture
will be available in concession
and Sunday and in the 90s Pittman was not involved in the according to a spokesman for the Masons are invited, a lodge and story on today's Sports page.1
(Continued on Page Tent
stand.
said.
spokesman
accident
club
Monday. Lows in the 604.

Seen&Heard
Around
Murray

'Banned Books'l Optimist Club Awards
Display Now At Scholarships To Three
Local Library

Dr. Eubanks
Is Leaving
University

Senior Citizens To
Have Luncheon Here

Vacation School At
&ay Church Sat

1

Carl Roberts
Now An Ensign

Mrs. Olga K. Freeman Is
Honored On Retirement

Sanders' Yard
Is Honored

Twister Sighted
Near Here Today

The Weather

Swim Team At Oaks Temple Hill Lodge
Practices Monday To Meet Saturday
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Ten Years Ago Today
LIDGICA•THOM 1M1
A 55 gallon still was confiscated June 1 by officers of the
heriff's office and Alcoholic Beverage Control office. The stil
vas in the southwestern corner of the county.
Maurice Christopher, Josiah Darnall, Charles Coleman, anc
tobinson Northen were installed as officers of the newly formec
durray Kiwanis Club.
Rev. Joe P. Williams who has been serving as director of tht
laptist Student Union at Murray State will now be pastor of the
laptist Tabernacle Church, Louisville.
Miss Lusanne Lilly, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. G. T. Lilly, anC
nudent at Murray High School,placed fourth in the Nationa:
.7rench test for the state of Kentucky.

20 Years Ago Today

Bible Thoughtfor Today
Judge not, and ye shall not be judged: condemn
not, and ye
shall net be condemmned: forgive, and ye shell
be forgivea.—
Lake 4:37.
Ulm an echo, the good and the evil we say or do
will eventually
come back.

Isn't It The Truth!
by Carl Riblet Jr.

If you think that men are stronger than women,
then you aren't much of a thinker. A few men may be
muscled enough to bend a horseshoe with their large
and sinewy hands, but weak and tiny women by the
million can do far better. Any one of them can bend
any man to her will with tears.
"The world's greatest water power
is women's tears."
—J. Kenfield Morley

SPOTTING THE ENEMY—Spotters stand on sandbag
wall as they watch for enemy troop movements from a
fire base overlooking the A Shau Valley in South Vietnam. Coils of barbed wire protect the area.
•

*•
•*•**•*****************•

SEATS
99' ADULTS ALLSHOWS:
753-6333
GINA'ktia-1 I

MATINEE DAILY
GEOREE PEPPARD

One More
Train to Rob
- In

3:30,

7.30, & 930

Coming Soon: Walt Disney'
BAREFOOT EXECUTIVE

Murray
411

f

f

•
•
•

A GOOD QUESTION
CINCINNATI (UPI)—Frank
Prater fell
victim
to a
humorous burglar. When he
arrived home Tuesday, Prater
found a tape recorder and radio
missing. In their place was a
note which read "Frank, don't
you ever stay at home?"

Dr. Benjamin Spock said his
antiwar efforts have caused a
decline n sales of his long-time
best-seller, "Baby and Child
Care."
"rm afraid that people like
Spiro Agnew did persuade a
certain number of people that if
they used my book to make a SUPER CHICK
DELAWARE, Ohio (UPI)—A
formula or change a diaper, it
would change their children chicken with four legs has been
hatched on a nearby farm.
Into brats," he said.
Farmer James Ray named il
"Doable Clutch."
............

•

008r1 lNltshy

1 p.m. Sat. & Sur

ALL
ROCKING
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for
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KREMLIN HOTLINE

LILDGIA A 1'111E5 Mai

Frank Shroat, son of Mr. and Mrs. Jeff Shroat,
Sr., is in Camp
bellville this week where he was asked to give
baton twirling
exhibitions at the fair and other events in the city.
He has been
twirler with the Murray High band.
A total of 113 Girl Scouts attended the Day
Camp which closed
on June 1. Mrs. Fred Faurot was the camp
director.
Harry Sparks caught a six pound five ounce
bigmouth bass,
twenty-two inches long, out at Blood River.
Miss Pat Twiss, physical education teacher
at Murray State
College, is visiting relatives in San Antonio,
Texas.

Dr. Speck's book
sales declining

Federal State Market News
Service
Monday May 31 Mayfield,
Kentucky
Mayfield Livestock Market:
Livestock weighed on arrival.
Cattle this week 175
Calves this week 40
COMPARED TO LAST WEEK:
Slaughter cows steady to strong
all other represented classes
steady.
SLAUGHTER COWS: Utility
20.75-23.50, Cutter 18.75-20.75.
Canner 16.50-18.75.
SLAUGHTER BULLS- Couple
of Utility to Good over 1000 lbs.
27.75.
SLAUGHTER CALVES: Mixed
Good and Choice 240-350 lbs.
calves 33.00-36.25.
FEEDER STEERS: Few
Choice 300-500 lbs. 35.00-38.75,
mixed Good and Choice 300-500
lbs. 33.00-35.00, 500-700 lbs. 30.0033.00, Good 300-500 lbs. 30,0033.00, 500-700 lbs. 27.00-30.00.
FEEDER HEIFERS: Mixed
Good and Choice 300.500 lbs.
28.75-31.50,500-700 lbs. 26.00-29.00,
Good 500-700 lbs. 24.00-26.00.

gaz
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CONCiS WANI-1,7 iC JOIN

MENTAL
HEALTH
MATTERS
Bertram S. Brown, M.D.
Director
National Institute
of Mental Health

A Word To Volunteers
Perhaps you want to make a
personal contribution of service
to your community, but have
no special training in mental
health. ts there anything you
can do?
The answer used to be, "Not
in most communities." But the
picture has cl4ngod.
The development of community mental health centers and
other locally based mental
health programs has opened up
challenging new 'opportunities
for volunteers. Toda)'s community-based facilities have come
about through advances in
knowledge and techniques in
treating the mentally and emotionally ill.
Many people can be helped
to recover and lead more satisfying and productive lives. Volunteers not only supplement
professional staff in providing
the needed services but also add
the invaluable ingredient of
community caring and concern.
Many who are willing and
eager to contribute their own
service may typically say. "I
want to help, but I'm afraid
have nothing to offer."
Yet everyone has some skill
that can be put to use to advance mental health for others
Whatever your abilities (such
as cooking or housekeeping or
typing), or your hobbies (such
as photography or painting), or
your interests (such_as current
events or foreign languages or
sewing), your help can be very
meaningful to people who are

being cared for in a hospital,
a daycare program, a clink, or
a community mental health
center.
Your help can be a crucial
factor in enabling someone to
remain in the community and
grow well. Indeed, if you have
nothing more specific to offer
than a commitment to helping,
a warm and kindly feeling for
_people. the very gift of yourself
can have unique therapeutic
worth for the men, women, or
children whom you assist.
Opportunities for work in
mental health are now far
greater than ever before and
ge growing. Many community
mental health programs would
not even exist if it were not for
the dedication of many citizens.
You may contact your local
mental health association, official department of health, mental health center, hospital, volunteer service bureau, or other
community service agency to
find out about programs in
which you may serve

The "hotline" between the
Kremlin and the White House is
reputed to run through Londonderry, Northern Ireland. The
U.S. Navy has an important
communication base in the
city.

you
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A FRANKOVICH PRODUCTION
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Repertory Company To
Open Season on June 16
The Almanac

All
laus
Atlan

Ten Murray State students and
graduates will be among a group
presenting melodrama and
modern comedy at the Palladium
Theatre in Gilbertsville this
summer. The group, known as
the Kentucky Repertory Theatre,
will open its season on June 16 at
the theatre, adjacent to Bob's
Smorgasbord near Kentucky
Dam Village State Park.

DISMISSALS
By United Press International
Mrs. Dorothy Jean Todd, Route Today is Thursday, June 3,
7, Murray, Claude Edward the 154th day of 1971.
Vaughn,905 Pogue,Murray, Miss The moon is between its first
Amy Clark,' 1004 Waldrop, quarter and full phase.
Murray, Mrs. Carolyn Fay The morning
stars
are
Cunningham, Route 3, Cadiz, Mercury, Venus, Mars and
Mrs. Sara Lee Cunningham, Saturn.
Route 3, Benton, Mrs. Mamie The evening star is Jupiter.
Led by producing directors,
Bryan Hall, 301 South 15th Those born on this day are
Charlie Baker, a Murray
Murray, Mrs. Annie Elizabeth inder the sign 9f Gemini.
McGuire, Route 1, Palmersville, King George V of England graduate, and Philip Bruschi, a
senior speech-drama major,
4rs. Ether B. Lamb, Route 1 vas born June 3, 1865.
KRT will present two one-act
Mayfield; James Corrbitt Rick. On this day in history:
the
man, Route 1, Dukedom, Term.. In 1937 the duke of Windsor, melodramas, 1•7145ria,
0. R. Jeffrey (expired), 904 N 'ormerly King Edward VIII of Beautiful Dishwasher" and "The
18th, Murray
'Se'reat Britain, was married to Great Western Melodrama," and
NIrs. Wallis Simpson of Balti- a vaudeville show on Wednesday
and Thursday evenings.
more.
In 1940 the allied evacuation
May 31, 1971
of Dunkerque, France, that Friday and Saturday evenings
ADULTS 102
began May 28, was completed. will bring more contemporary
NURSERY 5
In 1963 Pope John =II died productions, "Once in Sepat the age of 81 after a long tember" and "What Did We Do
NEWBORN ADMISSION
Wrong?", the former running
Baby Boy DunnaWay (Mrs. illness.
Brenda Joyce Durinaway), Route In 1965 the United States from June 16 through July 24 and
orbited astronauts Ed White the latter from July 30 through
8, Murray.
and Jim McDivitt in the Gemini September 4.
4 spacecraft. White became the
DISMISSALS
The melodramas will run all
Everett Warren Hood, Box 251,,first American to "walk" in
summer without change, and the
Benton, Robert Wilson, 411 N. space.
vaudeville show will change from
8th, Murray, Miss Bobby Teens
week to week. The shows will
Mullins, Route 1, Benton, Mrs.
Gail Bowman and Baby Boy, A thought for today: Natura- begin at 8:30 p.m
Route 6, Murray, Mrs. Patricia list John Burroughs said, "In
KRT is following up on the
Gean Miller and Baby Boy,Route sorrow he learned this truth:
1, Farmington,Mrs. Jerlene Evia One may return to the place of heels of last summer's success by
Curling and Baby Girl, Route 9, his birth, he cannot go back to the Town Hall Vaudevillians at
Benton, James Paul Paschall, his youth."
the Palladium. The Vaudevillians
presented "Dirty Work at the
Route 1, Murray.
Crossroads," and many memCalves this wadi 12
bers of that cast will be returning
COMPARED TO LAST WEEK: this summer.
All represented classes steady.
VEALERS: A few mixed Good
Besides Baker and Bruschi, the
and Choice 180-240 lbs. 33.00-36.00. company includes technical
Federal State Market News FEEDER STEERS: Mixed director Robert Shook, a student
Service.
Good and Choice 300-500 lbs. at the Goodman Theatre in
Tuesday June 1, Murray, Ken- 33.50-36.50,500-700 lbs. 30.50-33.50. Chicago, Jennifer Jo
Baker,
tucky
FEEDER HEIFERS: Choice Martine Collier, Barbara Fulton,
Murray Livestock Market: 300-500 lbs. 29.75-32.75, mixed Steve Hall, Charles Hall, Stephen
Livestock weighed on arrival.
Good and Choice 300-500 lbs. Howard, Elaine Hamby, and
Cattle this week 96
77.50-29.75, 500-700 lbs. 25.00-77.50. Doug White.

Purchase Area
Hog Market
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The National Institute of
Mental Health has preparei a
45-pate publication. "Volunteers in Community Mental
Health," Public Health Service
Publication No 2071. which
serves as an introductory guide
information booklet for
• and
people interested in getting into
• volunteer
It may he pur•
• chased forwork.
:10 cents from the
From the author of "Psycho'
Superintendent of Documents.
7:45,945
GP COLOR • U.S Governmem Printing Of• fice. Washington. DC, 20402.

PALLADIUM THEATRE--The Kentucky Repertory Theatre group
will open its season at the
Palladium Theatre in Gilbertsville on June 16. Shown here hi this scene from "Once In September"
are left to right, Charlie Hall, Steve Howard, Jennifer Raker. Doug White, Elaine Hamby and Barbara Fulton.

2nd Exciting
Feature

"ANGELS DIE HARD"
.4
411.
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Mrs, Betty Vowell Wins
George Hart Tournament
, Mrs. Betty Vowell, Fulton, former president of the Bank of
*red a sparkling one-over-ladies- Murray.
par 76 yesterday to win the
The coveted Dorothy Holland
championship flight of the 4th trophy, which each year goes to
annual George Hart Memorial the four players from any one
Tournament at the Calloway club who aggregate score is
Country Club.
lower than that of any other four
After shooting a 40 on the front players on a similar basis went
nine and making the turn one to the Henderson ladies-Mrs.
stroke behind Mrs. Dot Herron of Herron, Mrs. Ruth Snider, Mrs.
Henderson, Mrs. Vowell went Ogden and Mrs. Frances Cokesthree under par on the next four whose scores totaled 342 strokes.
holes to take the lead.
The ladies and their scores
She chipped in for a birdie on were:
:
.
40-36-76
the 298-yard dogleg 10th hole, Betty Vowell
39-41-80
Herron
while Mrs. Herron hooked her tee Dot
43-42-85
ouella Ogden
shot out of bounds on the same
4546-85
ry Jane Harris
45-10--is
irginia Harp
hole for a double bogey six.
44-43-87
The ladies club champion at the Ruth Snider
4344-87
ry Jo Riddle
Fulton Country Club then went on Sue Morris
44-43-87
•
45-43--88
to birdie the 235-yard 12th hole Violet Cummins
45-43-88
Atterbury
Adele
after getting a par at 11, and then
47-41--88
Saundra Edwards
canned a 15-foot putt on the 375- Carol Hibbard
44-44--88
44-45-89
yard 13th for her third birdie. Dot Simmons
42-47-89
She then bogeyed three of the Fleanor Griffin
4346-89
Sandy Weintraub
final five holes to wind up the Betty Lowry
45-44-89
back nine at 36 for her 76 total. Laura Parker
43-47-90
6545--90
Virgie
Wilson
The 5' 3" wife of well-known
Wanda Mull inax
4546--90
West Kentucky golfer Jasper Ann
Hoffman
47-421--90
Vowell kept the ball in play all Fran Cokes
43-47-90
4041-41
Bryant
Dutch
day and held a hot putter after
THE CHAMP PUTT'S: Mrs. Betty Vowel!, Fulton, whom
50-41-91
Jean Halter
of the
championship flight of the 4th annual George Hart Memorial he opening three holes, ending Evelyn Jones
47-44-91
up
with
a
total
of
28 putts 16 on the Betty Jo Purdom
49-43-92
Tournament yesterday at the Calloway Country Club, lines up her
Masers of the first nand, Mensorkd Day Gaff Toormasest Right; Orville Pratt, first place, third Hight;
45-47-92
Charles M,
front nine and 12 on the back. Nell Newton
potion the 125-yard llth bole. Mrs. Vowel went on to score
at the Henry-Calloway Recreation Corporation are proudly
47-45-92
Milly
Taylor
three
first place, fourth flight; David Anderson, second place, hare
Mrs.
Herron's
miscue
at
the
birdies on the round to win with a 7$-stroke total for the 18-hole
44-46-92
Frances Hulse
displaying their trophies. Left to right, kneeling are Reed
flight and George Lloyd, second place, championship flight. Pat
10th threatened her position only Doris Thomas
43-50---93
event.
Brewer, second place, second flight; George Albiltten, second
Paschall, winner of the first flight, first place trophy, was not
briefly as she went on to fashion Maxine Miller
47-46--93
place, third flight; Gary Barker, first place, second flight; and
46.47-93
present for the picture. Paschall tied with Latimer and won by a
a 41 on the back nine for her Cathryn Brooks
Barbara Mitchell
48-46-94
Walter Brewster, first place, championship flight.
coin
toss. Anderson and Nesbitt (fourth flight) were tied at the
second-place total of 80.
Harriett Jaeger
44-50-94
Standing, left to right, are: James Latimer,second place, first
end of regulation play and Nesbitt won on the first playoff hole.
Mrs. Mary Jane Harris, Virginia Everette
49-45-94
48-46-94
Paducah, the defending cham- Murel le Walker
Rosie Atkins
49-46-95
pion, finished in a third-place tie Margaret Hutchison
47-48--95
runs in the third.
with Mrs. Louella Ogden, Hen- Mabel Simmons
45-50-95
Clyde Wright pitched a fourMaddox
Sara
47-41-95
derson, and Mrs. Virginia Harp,
Jer terse Sullivan
4847-95
hitter to give California the
Mayfield, all with 85's.
Margaret Shuffett
49-46-'95
By DAVID MOFFIT
victory over Washington. The
at a "Grand Slam" for this Mrs. Jane Ann Nall, Mayfield, Judy Andrews
48-47-95
UPI Sports Writer
game was called because of
year when he finished second in the 1968 winner and the only Billie Jo Paris
4946-95
ATLANTA (UPI)—Jack Nick- last
51-45-96
rain after Ken McMullen made
month's Masters, he at former champion in the field,ran Betty Wallace
Jane Ann Nall
laus confesses he is using the
49-47-96
the first out in the top of the
wants to close the gap in his Into trouble early with a set of Betty Cook
46-50-96
Atlanta Golf Classic primarily
By VITO STELLJNO
chase after Bobby
4749-96
Jones' new, custom-made clubs and Judy Latimer
York beat San Francisco 5-2 balls to start the ninth and Phil eighth. Denny McLain allowed
as a tune-up for the US. Open
51-46-97
Jan
Brewer
UPI Sports Writer
record of 13 major titles.
finished far back of the leaders at
Atlanta downed Houston 3-1 Hennigan and Rick Austin eight hits while taking his ninth
two weeks hence and, anyway,
49-48-97
Mary Alice Smith
There's a familiar look to the Pittsburgh routed St. Louis 10-1 finished ip. Erros by Rick
Nicklaus raised his total to 96, shooting a 49 on the front nine Dixie Coleman
51-46--97
loss. He's won just four. Wrighthe is bothered by a stiff neck.
11, two less than Jones, when and a 48 on the back.
Mabel Rogers
49-48--97 Eastern Division standings to- San Diego blanked PVhiladel Auerbach and Danny Walton singled in
the deciding run in '
Those
details are
little he won the PGA crown in Winners in the other
Stubblefield
Janice
51-47-98
day
in
the
American
League.
flights, Virginia
phia 6-0, Los Angeles routed gave Cleveland three unearned the second.
consolation for the rest of the
Jones
48-50-98
The
team
on
top
is the Montreal 7-1 and Chicago bea
February and became the first determined by the ladies' play on Pat Glover
47-51-98
field in the $125,000 classic
man to win all four of the the course's front nine were:
Donna Brooks
52-47-99 Baltimore Orioles. Who else?
Cincinnati twice, 6-3 and 4-1.
which began here today for it is
two-time
American
5148-99 The
world's major professional First flight, Saundra Edwards, Lovelle Choate
Aurelio Rodriguez led a 13-hi
a plain fact that any time the
Millie Ballone
50-49-99 League champions, in second
titles at least twice each.
Murray; second flight, Jane Essie Caldwell
attack with two doubles and a
50-49-99
blond bomber enters a golf
place
since
April 29th, moved single to pace Detroit past
"I always aim for the four Halter, Charleston, Mo.; third Betty Hinton
•
49-50-99
allAwrtournament, he has to be rated major
••••••championships," Nick- flight, Betty Wallace, Princeton; Jane Bradley
47-52-99 into first Wednesday night with Minnesota. The Tigers built up
one of the favorites.
49-51-100 the kind of victory the Orioles
laus explained. "I like Marion fourth flight, Nell Roach, Virginia Howard
a 5-1 lead but Minnesota railed
Martha Hale
Not that the reigning British (the
53-47-100
were noted for in 1969 and 1970. for three runs in the eighth
'"Uniggs' AM! SI47
Ardmore, Pa., course Murray; and Bebe Shaw, Cathryn Garrott
1
1"."
'
53-47-100
Open and PGA championsfrip
Trailing Tom Bradley 2-0 in before Fred Scherman came on
where this year's Open is being Mayfield, the fifth flight winner. Linda Trail
51-49-100
I
K,,...,a
king is a shoo-in. No one golfer.
51-49-100 the ninth, the Orioles tied it on
played) and really feel I have a Trophies and silver awards Rebecca Canter
get the save.
is ever that in a 144-man field,
Nell Roach
54-46-100 Brooks Robinson's two-run sin- to
chance to-win there.
were presented to the top six Grace Nell Smith
Sam McDowell, who was 1-5
51-50-1011
especially when tie likes .cif Lae
gle
and
then beat the Chicago on May 12, gained hi fourth
/ .1
"Since I haven't played a winners in each of the six flights Hilda Jackson
49-52-101
Trettino Ind Gans Player alao competitive
Whilst Sox 3-2 in 12 innings on p atraight victory to even hli
;rolind since I won by Dr. Chad Stewart, President e$ Betty Nelson
/49-31-Lillian Cotthoff
are on hand. But if you have to the Byron
6041-10
vind ptka.
Nelson Golf Classic the club, and Mrs. Carol Hibbard Betty Hunter
is-ss—vot Combined with Boston's 6-1 record at 5-5. McDowell, who
have one favorite, Jack Nick- four weeks ago,
I felt I had to and Mrs. Jackie Ransom, I nut Orr
49-52--101
says he still has arm trouble,
laus is your man.
55-47-102 afternoon loss to New York, the was lifted after throwing two
play in Atlanta to sharpen my members of the tournament Joyce Morrow
52-50--102 victory moved the Orioles four
Nicklaus, now 31, won the game for the Open."
Helen Glover
committee.
51-51-102
Dot Arnold
U.S. amateur twice before
percentage points ahead of the
More than 125 golfers, a record Grace James
49-53-102
The four-day Atlanta Classic
turning pro, in 1962, at the ripe
52-50-102 Red Sox, who've lost five
number for the four-year-old Sue Brown
is
being played over the hilly,
old age of 22 and in the nine
53-56-103 straight and have blown a four
Hale
tournament, participated in the Cindy
52-51-103
Evelyn Puts
and a half years since has won par-72, 8,883-yard Atlanta Coun- event
game lead in less than a week.
under sunny skies.
53.50-103
Stratton
Joy
38 tournaments and a whopping try Club course and defending In
Earl Weaver, the Baltimore
51.52-103
addition to the championship Irene Chitwood
$1,270,461. The only man to win champion Tommy Aaron, not trophy,
49-54-103 manager who said there wes
Bobbie Davis
The Giants won over the
Mrs. Vowel also was Nell
50-55-105
Tackett
more money is Arnold Palmer, considered a threat because he presented with
nothing to worry about when Tigers, 2-1, and the Braves
the
George
51-105
Hart
54
Holland
Eulene
with $1,356,205. But Arnie, who is ailing and hasn't played well Memorial traveling
Orioles
were trailing, blasted the Pirates 10 to 1 in Colt
56.49-105 the
trophy by Ruby Sharp
isn't playing here this week, of late, doesn't expect the Mrs. Lochie
50-55-105 wasn't too excited about benng League play at the City Park
Anna Adams
Hart and her AAarth
49-106
Coleman
57
winning
score to be as low as
has taken 17 years to amass
In first. "It doesn't mean Tuesday night.
daughter, Mrs. Gene Landolt, Bert Shriener
55.51-106
the 13-under-par 275 he shot last
that total.
Giant pitcher, Charley Rains,
both of Murray, in memory of Evelyn Kesterson
55.51-106 anything to be in first place in
Although Nicklaus lost a shot year.
55.51-106 June," he said. "It means gave up four hits in winning the
their husband and father, the late Olivia Isbell
Janie Albritton
53-53-106 something
in October."
game for his team and George
George Hart, for many years an Martha Hornsby
52.55-107
But Boston manager Eddie Landoll was tagged for two hits in
active member of the club and Dorothy Graves
54.53-107
Alberta Green
50 57-107 Kasko was upset about the Red the losing effort.
Doris Rose
56-51-107
The Giants scored their two
Mable Helm
57.52-109 Kasko was upset about the Red
Urbana Koenen
losing streak and he closed runs in the bottom of the seventh
51.52-109
Norma Frank
51.52-109 the club house door after the after Landolt had walked Tim
Bebe Shaw
56-5-4-110 game
Silown and Steve Miller and Bob
to chew the team out.
Jenn ye Sue Smock
55-55-110
Pinkston followed with a dribbler
Major League Standings
Alice Fox
56-55--111
"There's too much feeling back to the pitcher who went to
By United Press International Jerry Koh lmeyer
53-58-111
By GARY KALE
at $450,000. Ellis will receive 20
Jackie Ransom
52-S9-111 sorry and too much head- third for the force out on Shown.
American League
Euvie Mitchell
UPI Sports Writer
52-59--111 hanging on this club," Kasko
per cent of all income.
Landoll then walked Johnny
East
Molly Jones
60-52-112
NEW YORK (UPI)—Jimmy
said. "You don't see this on Wilson to load the bases. Tyrone
W. L. Pct, GB Betty Stewart
52-56-112
Arum,
Bob
president
Top
of
Ellis gets his chance to
Elizabeth Slusmeyer
Baltimore
TS
59-54-113 winners. You're going to hit McCuiston was then walked
Rank, actually estimates the
withdraw from the shadow
Peggy Bill ington
56-57-113 streaks like this and the onl forcing in Miller for the first
29
Boston
Sue James
60-54-114 way
Muhammad All when they meet gross at $5-6 million and on this Detroit
to get out of them is to Giants' run and tying the score at
27 23 .540 2% Euldene Robinson
58-56--114
a
in
dollar basis All will receive $1.8 New York
multi-million
Frances Miller
22 77 .449 7
59 55-116 fight yoir way out. This is the 1-1.
million
and Ellis $800,000. The Cleveland
"grudge" fight July 26 at the
57 58-115 first
I've
time
hdd
With the count at 2 balls and
an
21 27 .438 7% Betty Farris
Margaret Tidwell
fight is scaled to do $1.2 million
6055-115 Immediate outburst
Astrodome in Houston.
after
the
strike on Carlos Peniche,
Washington
one
19 30 .388 10
Mildred
Ault
6156—ill
The two ex-heavyweight If there is a sellout at the
West
Sheila Grogan
62 59-121 game. I hope it will jack them Landoll threw the ball wide and
Astrodome.
Ringside
will
seats
champions signed Wednesday
4260-122 up."
his catcher, Mike Cathey, atW. P. Pet .GB Dorothy Lashley
Charlene Doss
65 57-122
for a 12-round bout, with the go for $75.00, field boxes and Oakland
Brooks Robinson, whose sin- tempted to pick Pinkston off at
34 18 .654
Nancy
Haverstock
67
61-128
winner expected to be Joe mezzanine seats at $25.00, Kansas City
24 22 .533 7
Bowie Garrison
61 70-131 gle in the ninth kept the Orioles third, but Pinkston raced home
grand stand tickets at $10.00
Frazier's next title opponent.
62 69-131 alive, said "it means something for the winning run.
Minnesota
26 25 .510 7% Donna Kellar
Marilyn Atkins
72.64-136 to win in a tough game like
barely and 10,000 special "Ali seats" California
Ellis, who could
Landolt struck out 9 and
24 28 .462 10
13072--150
Carla Rexroat
Interject his comments as All fOr $5.00 each.
this. That kid pitched real walked 11 while Rains struck out
Milwaukee
20 26 .435 11
79 73-132
Annie Knight
took charge of the press
well.
13 and walked 3.
18 77 .400 12%
All, n mock anger, decried Chicago
conferente, said the fight would
Los Angeles
27 25 .519 8% Bradley was going for his The Tigers lone run came in the
Wednesday's Results
governthe
when
silence
Ellis'
be "the highlight of my career.
Houston
28 25 .51010 fourth shutout of the season fourth inning when Gary Dick
New York 8 Boston 1
All says he is the greatest. I'll ment put him out of action and Detroit 5 Minn 4, night
Atlanta
23 29 442 13% when the Orioles loaded the doboubled to score Ricky
was stripped
of the
show him and the whole world I he
Cincinnati
213 31 392 16 bases on two hits and a walk Scarbrough from second.
Cleveland 4 Milw 2, night
can beat him. I can't out talk heavyweight title.
San Diego
16 35 .314.20 before Brooks tied it up. Paul Steve
Miller and Charley
Balt 3 Chi 2, 12 inn, night
him. but I can outfight him." "For years I carried Ellis California 2 Wash 1, night
Blair then scored the winning Rains both got singles for the
Wednesday's Results
run in the 12th on Terry Giants while Johnny Hewitt got
Today's Probable Pitchers
when he was my sparring
New York 5 San Fran 2
While Ali was climbing the
sa. ///.0.4../t/L.disiskon.a
Forster's wild pitch after he two hits, Scarborough one, and
Boston (Culp 5-4) at New
partner," All said. "I made him
Aulsrsu- ALA
night
1.
Pittsburgh
L
St.
10
ladder toward success, Ellis
walked, was sacrificed to secnd Dick one hit for the Tigers.
a pile of money. But when he York (StotUemyre 6-2), night.
sw.t.ila
l,& aiiikauLas
Chicago 6 and 3, 1st, twi
was in the sparring ring
and evaded Bill Melton's tag on Dan Thompson pitched a oneFriday's Games
became the World Boxing
Malla.de
01111A4111L.
Chicago 4 Cinci 1, Tad night
61,1"6114 ••.41•
preparing the articulate All for ,
Dave Johnson's grounder to hitter for the Braves in the
tion champion and I had Cleveland at Minn, night
night
Atlanta
..0•41‘0.0
5
Houston
I.
his fights. There was a
JamiihabillidwilliZai
third.
nightcap,
giving
Baltimore
up 6 walks and
at Milw, night
3% year layoff, he never even
Los Mg 7 Montreal 1, night
seriousness about Ellis as he.-• 0
Bobby Murcer hit two homers striking out 7 batters.
Detroit at Chi, night
lia; AL...
San Diego 6 Phila 0, night
refused to play the punching
to enable the Yankees to hand Dean Willis, the losing pitcher
Oakland at Wash, night
Today's Probable Pitchers
bag during these training Ellis clutched at that remark Kamm City
-11
rNi
Sonny
Siebert
his
for
first
loss
the
of
Pirates,
was
relieved
in
at NY, night
St. Louis (Torrez 1-2) at the year
sessions and floored All several and reminded All that he gave Calif at
after nine victories. the fifth inning after giving up If
Boston, night
*.i
Pittsburgh (Johnson 4-3,, night.
times.
the ex-champion work as a
Murcer also made a spectacu runs on 8 hits and 7 walks and
,Rivieta Cot
National League
Chicago (Hands 4-71
at tar shoestring catch off
rring partner during his
Top Rank, Inc., promoter of
Rico striking out 3 batters. Ronnie
East
Cincinnati (Nolan 3-5 ,, night.
the upcoming bout with Astro- icial absence from the ring."
Petrocelli in the first inning to Dunn relieved Willis and allowed
l"•
•rss....
W. L. Pet. GB Hosston (Forsch 1-0) at rob the Sox of a run and help
dome Championship Enterpri- "I had a 17-month layoff and
one hit, no runs and no walks:Atlanta (Nash 4-3 or Nieltro 5- Stan
32 19 .627
ses, Inc., is playing on this didn't cry about it," Ellis said, St. Louis
Bahnsen to his third Hitting safely for the Braves
Pfttsburgh
4), night.
31 19 .820
facet of their past relationship glaring at All.
victorz.
G. Jackson, Tim Recker,
29 18 .817 1
Friday's Games
to hypo the live gate and the Ellis said his speed is good New York
In the other AL games, ary Buchanan and Tim
8/
1
2 Philadelphia at San Fran, night
Chicago
23
U. S. Highway 641 North •
27
closed-circuit television rev.460
his punches are fast and
Detroit hipped Minnesota 5-4, unman, all with singles, Ricky
Montreal
19 25 .432 os Chicago at Atlanta, night
enue.
that he has an incentive
Cleveland topped Milwaukee 4-2 arland and Dan Thompson with
1
2 Houston at Pittsburgh, night
17 31 .354 13/
They are prepared to give All "because it doesn't make you Philadelphia
Murray, Kentucky 42071
and California edged Washing- two singles each, and Bubba
St. Louis at and, night
West
45 per ccent of all income feel good to be oodereettrnat.
ton 2-1 in a game called Hughes with a double.
W. L. Pet. GB Montreal at S.D., night
against a minihum guarantee ed
because of rain in the eighth. D. Lane got the lone hit for the
Telephone 15021 753-3280
San Francisco 37 16 .896
New York at Los Ang, night
In the National League, New Pirates.

Nicklaus Rated Favorite
In Atlanta Golf Classic

• i.i.saisi'ssisissi
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Orioles Move Into First Place
With 3-2, 12th Inning Victory

/
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MOVE
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Duski

BERG

Giants And
Braves Win

Ellis-Ali Sign For
Fight This July 26

Baseball
Standings

givieica eowdet
Where you can live in the private
world of luxury at no extra cost.
As an OPENING SPECIAL
the first 100 homes that move to
Riviera Courts will receive 2 months
park rent free!
vie/tzt
.
eowdis,

offer
•City Water & Sewer Service
•Heated Swimming Pool
•Tennis Courts & Shuffle Board
•Picnic Area with Gas Grill
•Free Central -TV Antenna
•Garbage & Trash Collection
•Large Spacious Lots

and many, many more luxuries. All this
can be yours at an unbelievably low price.
COME AND SEE HOW ALL THIS CAN BE
YOURS.
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Justin Todd Crouse And Miss Dawn Renee Miss Debbie Cole Lovely Tea Shower
Hale Are Winners In Dames Club Contest Complimented With Held In Honor Of
The Dames Club of Murray In the second division-1 to 1
State University sponsored their years, first place winner
Shower Recently
Miss Jan Orr
annual Baby Photo Contest. The

PA(

was

Miss Dawn Renee Hale, three
year old daughter of Mr. and
Mrs. Eddie Clyde Hale, Rt. 3,
Murray. Dawn has one sister,
Christi. Her grandparents are
Mr. and Mrs. Newel Bailey, 618
S. 9th , Murray, and Clyde Hale,
Rt. 3, Murray, and Mr. and Mrs.

A step in the
right direction
By Abigail Van Buren
DEAR ABBY: When a New York couple visited Houston
and the wife found the restrooms were marked "Heifers"
and "Steers" she asked her husband which one she was and
you said, "If be didn't tell her she was a "heifer" he gave
her a bum steer.
Well, Abby, for your information, we Texans refer to
virgin cows as "heifers," so I doubt if that man's wife
would qualify as a heifer. And a steer is a neutered bull, so
no self-respecting Texan would care to use facilities marked
"Steer" I like the signs they use in Oregon. "Pointers" and
"Setters " Ain't that a scream?
SAN ANGELO CATTLEMAN
DEAR MAN: Yap. Now, let's get back to "Ladles" and
"Gentlemen." shall we!
DEAR ABBY: A co-worker sent all of us girls who work
with her an invitation to her wedding. But it was only
an
invitation to come to the church and watch her get
married.
There wasn't a clue as to where the reception was to
be held,
so I asked her. She told me that her parents were
a little low
an funds, so there weld be a big wedding at the
church, and
a very small reception afterwards for
relatives and a very
few close friends
All of us girls who work with this girl got together
and
gave her a gift. I wonder if you think it is
right to invite
people to a wedding and not to any kind
of a reception
afterward? I think it is a lot of nerve to expect
guests to be
satisfied to Just come to a church and watch a
bride walk
down an aisle, especially after accepting
a wedding gift.
What is your opinion?
GYPPED
DEAR GYPPED: It's my opinion that the
only reams a
gift is given Is because the giver wants to
give it. Since yen
feel gypped, In the future don't
give anything until you've
collected whatever It was you expected
to receive in
exchange, flat way you'll be
sure to get your money's
worth.

winners were in two categories:
Miss Debbie Cole, bride-elect
of Steve Randolph, was honored
infant to 12 months and one year
With a miscellaneous shower held
to three years.
on Saturday, May 15, at the home
The first place in the infant
of Mrs Holland G. Cole with Mrs.
division went to Master Justin
Cathy Bennett being the gracious
Todd Crouse,8 months old son of
Mr. and Mrs. Billy Dan Crouse,
hostess.
605 S. 11th, Murray. J
The honoree chose to wear for
Parvin Miller, Rt. 1, Far- the event a lovely lilac voile dress
Justin is the Grandson of Mr.
fashioned with long sleeves and
and Mrs. Bill Crouse, 400 S. llth mington.
and Mrs. Rose Sykes, 1407 Second place went to 19 month high waistline and lilac shoes.
She was presented a corsage of
Johnson Boulevard, and the late old Kimberly Lynn Hutchens.
Clyde George, also of Murray. Third place to Master Timothy pink carnations tied with lilac
Second place in the same (TJ)McDowell Graven, 19 month ribbon by the hostess.
division went to Ve month old old son of Mr. and Mrs. Timothy
lilac
and
floral
Kellie Leigh Dawson,daughter of M. Graven, 25 Orchard Ms., Pink
arrangements
were
used
Mr. and Mrs. Jerry Dawson, 1706 Murray.
Main, Murray. Third place went Prizes were donated by Adams throughout the home.
to three month old Candice Shoe Store, Belk's, National
Rachelle Howard, Daughter of Stores, Cook's Jewelry, Western Games were played with the
Mr. and Mrs. Carl R. Howard, Auto, Furches Jewelry, and Lad winners being presented prizes
Kirksey.
who then gave them to Miss Cole.
and Lassie.
The many gifts of the honoree
or
were displayed on a table
S.
covered with pink taffeta with
71.3-41N1
pa... 7141-1917
i Mrs. J. B.Burks= . .
pink bows. She opened her gifts
for the guests to view.
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Year End Events
Held By Children
St. Leo's School

Refreshments of miniature
cakes, mints, nuts, and punch
were served.

Lillian Wafters To
Present Students
In Two Recitals

•

Plans Completed
By Paula Owen For
Her Sunday Wedding

the
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Prenuptial Events
Given In Honor
Of Recent Bride

End of the year activities at St. Mrs. David Watson, who before
Leo's Cooperative Preschool her marriage on April 9, was
have included an open house, a Miss Patricia Ann Miller, was
visit to the preschool by the complimented with prenuptial
director of the Murray State events.
University Speech and Hearing A shower was held at the
University Christian Student
Clinic, and two field trips.
;
Parents, prospective mem- Center with Mesdames Otley
bers, and other interested per- White, Paul Blalock, Robert
sons viewed films of the Hendon, Joe Bruce Wilson,
preschoolers' activities and Larry Wright, Mark Hayes,
observed displays of their arts acon White, Brent Morris,
arles L. Stubblefield, Misses
and a-afts' work in Gleason Hall
Pat White, Glenda White and
on the evening of May 11.
Mrs. Ronald Cella, president, Betty Usrey as hostesses.
introduced the new officers and The honoree chose to wear a
DEAR ABBY: Can a person be a
recognized special guests. lavender crepe knit dress and
kleptomaniac without
realizing it? At the place I
Among the guests were Mrs. was presented a corsage of
recently started working, a
certain party mentioned that she
Connie White, Memorial Baptist jonquils by the hostesses. Her
had misplaced her favorite
pen. We searched arid searched
Church kindergarten teacher; mother, Mrs.Hugh R. Miller, and
and couldn't find it. When I
got home that evening I found
Mrs. Earl Horan, Lutheran Mr. Watson's mother, Mrs. Gene
a strange pen in my purse.
The next day I asked the
kindergarten
teacher; Mrs. Ed Watson, were also presented
person who had lost it if that was
her pen and she said it was.
Harry Conley, former president; hostesses' gift corsages.
I was terribly embarrassed I
Mrs. June Smith, Associate Refreshments of punch, cake,
don't remember ever having seen
that pen before, and I
Professor, Department of mints,and nuts were served from
Certainly can't remember having
put it in my purse.
Education, MSU; Miss
the beautifully appointed table
That's not all. A few days later someone
else in the office
Clearwater, Vernon Stubblefield, overlaid with a white cutwork
nespLaced a very pretty little desk caleadar,
and I found that
and a number of prospective cloth and centered with an
In ray purse, too! Abby, I don't
steal. Is someone playing a
arrangement of jonquils and
parents.
Joke on me? Or can I be a
kleptomaniac?
BAFFLED
Following a brief business daisies arranged by Mrs. Robert
DEAR BAFFLED: A
session, Mrs. Michael Gardone Hendon.
"kleptomaniac" dents compulsively—but not uneeasciousiy. Either
gave a history of the preschool The hostesses presented the
you abeest-mindetny
put these Items in year parse, or
since its founding in 1968. Mrs. honoree with an iron and mixer
someone has pleated them
there. Suggestion: Put a
Jimmy Fain, who presided at the as wedding gifts.
mousetrap In your purse [but
;
Is don't forget It.
punch bowl, was assisted by Mrs. Another event was the tea
Paul Lyons and Mrs. P Pat shower held at the home of Mrs.
Parrish.
Gene Ed Watson with Mrs. Mary
DEAR ABBY: Here's how I
cured my lazy husband of
,fr leaving stuff in his pants
Dr.John Applegate, Director of Arnett, Mrs. Gene Ed Watson,
and shirt pockets: I would go
thru
the Speech and Hearing Clinic, and Miss Ellen Watson as
all his pockets very carefully,
removing matches, eigarets,
Murray State University, and a hostesses, assisted by Mesdames
papers, pens and all personal
belongings. These things
group of his students visited the Robert McCan, Max Smother.
1. would put into a box on his
dresser. All the money, I kept!
preichool on May 21, to evaluate man, Leon Jones, Philip Mur.
He's more careful now, but I still
pick up a few bucks
each child's speech and hearing. dock, Harlan Spann,. Robert 0.
Dow and than.
A visit to the College Farm Miller, Misses Gail Smotherman,
MA
strawberry patch was the LaRhea Miller,and Melia Spann.
What's your problem? You'll feel
better
if
yes get it off
year chest. Write to ABBY, Box
highlight of the May 19 preschool For the occasion the honoree
MM, Los Angeles. Cal.
it.
session, and an outing at Empire chose to wear a black and white
• INN. For a personal reply inclose stamped. addressee
Farm in Land Between the Lakes a-line dress and her hostesses'
emseispe.
for three year olds, May 24, and gift corsage was of pink carfours, May 26, concluded the nations.
For Abby's new Issoklet.
"What Teen-Agers Want to
year's activities.
The beautifully appointed
KNOW," send SI to Abby. Rim
WM, Los Angeles, Cal. seem.
table, overlaid with a white lace
cloth over mint green, was
centered with an arrangement of
pink and green carnations with
other
bridal
decorations.
Refreshments of punch, party
sandwiches, cookies, mints, and
Monday, June 7
Friday, June 4
nuts were served.
Ladies Steak Night wJIl held
The Murray-Calloway County at the OW Country aub at 6:30 Miss Lillian Watters will Mrs. Hardiman Miller, Mrs.
Senior Citizens Club will have a p.m. All members must make present her piano students in two Bobby W. Miller, Mrs. Johnny
potluck luncheon at the social new resereations with either recitals at the Murray High Miller, and Miss Jan Miller were
hall of the First United Methodist Mesdames Thomas Jones, Max School auditorium on Saturday, hostesses for another tea shower
Church at noon. Hostesses will be Walker, J. P. Parker, or Charles June 5, and on Thursday, June 10. held at the Hardirnan MWer
Both recitals will start at 7:30 home.
Mesdarne John Farmer, Gussie Caldwell by June 5.
p.m. and the public is invited
The honoree was attired in an
Geurin, Martha Golden, Lola
orchid knit dress. She along with
'Dunn, Virgie Clark, Essie The Oaks Country Club Swim attend.
her mother, Mrs. Hugh R. Miller,
Team will hold its first practice
Blalock. and Ruby Barnes.
session at nine am. All members Appearing in the recital on and her mother-in-law, Mrs.
Baccalaureate services at of the team are requested to be turday will be Martha Lyle Gene Ed Watson, were presented
Pitman, Stacy Fulton, Amy hostesses' gift corsages of spring
Murray State University will be present
I ffsinger, Mike Pitman, Lore flowers.
held • at eight p.m. in the
auditorium with Dr. Donald R. The Lottie Moon Group of the Landon, Patricia Tucker, Clark Refreshments of punch, cake
First Baptist Church WMS will Hudson, Stefane Baker, Debbie squares, nuts, and cheese wafers
Herren as speaker.
meet at the home of Mrs. Porter Geurin, Pain Lassiter, Patricia were served from the buffet table
Hamilton, Shawn
Baker, verlaid with a green cloth under
Holland at 7:30 p.m.
Saturday, June 5
Darolina Darnell, Gwen Purdom, ace and centered with an
Miss Lillian Watters will
angernent of jonquils.
present her piano students in the The Kathleen Jones Group of Elizabeth Herndon, Kim Alley,
Noffsinger, Penny
first of two recitals at the Murray the First Baptist Church WhIS Nancy
_High School auditorium at 7:30 will meet at the home of Mrs. Wheatley, Sarah Ross, Jonathan
Noffsinger, Lori
Hudson.
Stanford Andrus at 7:15 p.m.
p.m.
Marianne Wheatley, Becky West,
Mona McCuiston, Steve Hussung,
Commencement exercises for
Karen Jones, Kathy Coleman,
Murray
State
University
Hot or cold, celery and
mid Chuck Hussurig.
graduates will be held at the crunchy walnuts are deliStudents appearing in the
A New York woman is apcompatible.
Add
ciously
Fieldhouse at ten a m. with Nick
cups celery
recital on Thursday, June 10, will pealing against a conviction for
T. Newberry of Omaha, two to three
which has been cut in onebe Pat Baggett, Beth Richardson, harassment for picketing her
Nebraska, as the speaker.
inch pieces and cooked just
Mark Vinson, Janie Flora, Don husband's office after they had
until tender-crisp, to one
Norsworthy,
Patsy Burkeen, a quarrel.
cup medium white sauce.
Sandayjame
Paula
Susan ScarParker,
Heat thoroughly; stir in
Mrs. Barbara Conconnon
brough, Janey Kelso, Emily
coarsely
one-fou
cup
rt
h
and
Mrs.
said the protest was an e'er.
Fred Dick of broken Avalnuts. Makes four
Mr.
Belote, Martha Wisehart, Gail rise of
Murray Route Four will servings. For a tempting
free speech, but a Lohg
Russell, Selwyn Schultz, Don Island judge
celebrate their 50th wedding . cold appetizer, mash a
ruled that
Lampkins,
Debbie
Lee,
Betty Jo allowing such picketing
anniversary with an open house threer-ounce cake cream
Ward, Becky Hogancamp, Cathy cause traffic jams. Her would
three
at their home from two to five cheese: blend in deviled
Mitchell,
Ellen Quertermous, and children joined her in the
chopped
and
ham
finely
,p.m All friends and relatives are
mixwalnuts
Use
Susan
taste.
Hainsworth.,
to
protest.
invited to attend
ture to stuff celery.'

Celery with walnuts

Mrs. Glen Barnett, mother of the
groom-elect, Mrs. Katherine
Sims, and Mrs. Jessie Chriap,
grandmothers of the bride.
the register was kept by Mrs.
Don Grogan. The table was accented with an arrangement of
Wedding plans have been
Miss Jan Orr, June 18th bride- spider mums, baby's breath and
elect of Michael Barnett was the silver bells, along with the announced by Miss Paula Kay
honoree at a lovely tea shower traditional wedding book and Owen, daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
Kenneth J. Owen, for her
held on Saturday May 22, from white plume pen.
two to four o'clock in the afMrs. Ray Sims, Mrs. Norman marriage to Steve Wilcox
ternoon at the Murray Woman's Lee, and Mrs. Gordon Crouch Compton, son of Mr. and Mrs
Club House.
presided at the beautiful tea table John Compton.
The vows will be exchanged at
The gracious hostesses for the overlaid with a yellow cloth and
occasion were Mesdames Bob covered with yellow and silver the Memorial Baptist Church on
Billington, Ted Billington, Don net caught at various points with Sunday, June 6, at two-thirty
Grogan, Harold Keller, Jim ribbon and silver bells. The silver )'clock in the afternoon with the
Byran, Gordon Crouch, Norman net caught at various points with church pastor, Rev. Jerrell
Lee, Ray Sims, Gene Brandon, ribbon and silver bells. The White, officiating.
A program of nuptial music
Prue Kelly, Jim Ransom, and centerpiece was a lovely silver
Field Montgomery.
candlelabrum enhanced with will be presented by Mrs.
For the prenupital event the burning tapers and yellow roses. Margaret Wilkins, organist, and
honoree chore to wear a pink and The color scheme of green and Mrs. Wilma Billington, soloist.
Miss Brenda Hayden of
white knit pant outfit, and was yellow was carried out with the
presented a corsage of white individual cakes,mints, nuts, and Mayfield will be maid of honor,
butterfly roses. The mother of the punch. The appointments were in Mrs. Janice Owen will be matron
3f honor, and Miss Olivia Cook
bride-elect was dressed in a crystal and silver.
geometric design knit jersey pant A table displaying the many will be bridesmaid. The flower
outfit of brown and beige. She lovely gifts Miss Orr had girl will be Miss Celisa Curd.
wore a yellow cymbedium or- received was featured in the
The hPw man will be Mark
chid, the groom-elect's mother event. Music for the afternoon
groomwore a light blue knit dress and wasufurnished by Phillip Cole, Compton, brother of the
will be Keith Curd
Ushers
elect.
with
coat
a white cymbidium pianist from the Murray State
and Jerry Owen.
orchid.
University.
The guests were received by Approximately
one-hundred
Mrs. Jim Byran, Mrs. Torrunye and twenty persons were inAll friends and relatives are
Christi, mother of the bride-elect, cluded in the guest list.
invited to attend the wedding.
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TREMENDOUS BUYS FOR SUMMER
GREAT SAVINGS IN EVERY DEPARTMENT
* COATS
* SUITS
* DRESSES
* SPORTSWEAR
* JEWELRY
* LINGERIE
* SHOES
* BAGS
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Wife's protest
picket ruled illegal

LITTLETON'S
The Happy Yellow Store
On The Good Ole Court Square
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Tipleted
Owen For
lay Wedding

of nuptial music
tented by Mrs.
Ins, organist, and
Mllington, soloist.
da Hayden of
ae maid of honor,
Fen will be matron
Miss Olivia Cook
maid. The flower
as Celisa Curd.

Values Throughout Entire Store .... Shop Beik's Summer Time Sale
INFANT DP
* CHILDREN'S DE ARTMENT *
MET

Television
notes
, NEW YORK (UPI) — Film
1 star Rock Hudson will participate in his first television series
daring the coming season. He
,recently completed filming a
two-hour movie-for-video,
"McMillan and Wife," for airOn NBC's "World Preiere" program in the fall.
-In
That will spin off three or four
90-minute shows using the
same title and principal characters, with Hudson continuins to play a San Francisco
pobce commissioner with a
perky wife.
* 5*
The synthetic "laugh track"
has been abandoned for the
new season for ABC's "The
Odd Couple" as result of a poll
of viewers, who were overwhelmingly against it. Henceforth, the comedy series will
be filmed before studio audiences, whose reactions will be
used for the weekly broadcasts.
David Frost is putting in a
busy spring and summer. The
host of the syndicated Westinghouse five-a-week talk program
continues with that while taking on a stout schedule of
;night dub and concert appearances from May through August in such places as Toronto,
Wallingford, Conn., Columbia,
Md., Kiamesha Lake, N.Y.,
Lake Tahoe and Las Vegas,
Nev.
i
*•*
John Banner, the German
sergeant in "Hogan's Heroes"
for its many seasons, has a new
job now that that series has
ended. He will have the role of
Uncle Lazio in "The Chicago
Teddy Bears,"•new half-hour
comedy dealing with the turbulent 1920s in the Second
City. CBS will slot it in the
8-8:30 p.m. Friday space in
the fall.

4

,tt
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Records filed on micro-film in
the office of the Calloway County
Court Clerk Marvin Harris include the following compiled by
the staff of the Ledger and 'Times,
They are:
James D. Greif and Betty Greif
to Lillian Lowry; lot in Pine Bluff
Shores;
Gary Young and Dawn S.
Young to Mamie F. Lawrence:
lot in Circarama Subdivision;
Lakeway %ores, Inc. to M. R.
Mills and Martha L. Mills; lot in
Lakeway Shores, Inc. Subdivision;
Max Sykes, Joanna Sykes,
Wendell Allbritten, and Sadie
Nell Allbritten to James A.
McClure; lot in Gatesborough
Estates.

li be exchanged at
Baptist Church on
8, at two-thirty
afternoon with the
Rev. Jerre11

and relatives are
rid the wedding
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Owen, for her
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an will be Mark
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* ••
Third year is tough
BONN (UPI) — West
German marriages that end in
divorce tend to break up during their third year. An analysis by the Federal Statistical
Office also revealed the highest
rate of divorce is in West
Berlin, the lowest in the
Saarland on the French border.
While West Germany's divorce rate is higher than in the
nations of central and southern
Europe, it is much lower than
in the Communist or Scandinavian states, the Statistical
Office said.

PETERSON

Walker and Jumper

HOOLA COUPE

HIGH CHAIR
Large fiberglass tray.

$ 1488

REG. '21.00

Walker-Jumper-Play Table
Folds flat for storage or travel. $654
REG. '9.00

90% Acetate

Skirts, Tops, Slacks
Assorted Styles

•

Famous Brand

$188

LARGE GROUP

MEN'S & BOY'S

LADIES
SHOES

ONE GROUP LADIES

BLOUSES

PANT SUITS

VALUES TO '55.00
SPECIAL I

WALK SHORTS
Assorted styles and colors.
REG. '5.00
SPECIAL

$344

$2480

ONE GROUP FAMOUS BRAND CASUAL

PANTS
VALUES TO '12.00

$344

REG. '6.00

ONE ODD GROUP

ALL MEN'S

SPORT COATS

MEN'S SHIRTS

ONE GROUP LADIES

SCOOTER
SKIRTS

$1

SLIPS
REG. 14.00

$388

$288

SPECIAL

SPECIAL!

Assorted styles
and colors.
VALUES TO '55.00

SLACKS

SPECIAL!

SHIRTS & PANTS

PANTS

25% Off

JEWELRY

LADIES

I

TOPS

VALUES TO '16.00

$ 1288

Assorted colors
VALUES TO 16.00

$444

ONE GROUP BOYS PERMANENT PRESS

i

PANTS

50% Polyester, 50% Cotton.
Assorted colors.
'4.00
SPECIAL!

Assorted Styles and Colors

$288

VALUES TO '7.00

1/4 Off

kr

VALUES TO '25'

$300

ONE GROUP BOYS CASUAL

KNIT SHIRTS

40 0 Off

NE GROUP ACCENT

GS

$288

One Group
mr
FAMOUS BRAN"
One Towel Group
• BATH TOWEL
Reg. '2.30-Special!
Skillets, sauce pans,
• HAND TOWEL
percolator, cake dish, baking Fulls and twins Solid fashion
ee
colors
Reg. '1.30-Special! 04 dish.
$888
• WASH CLOTH
cti 4
Reg. 69'-Special! 47
REG.'10.00 & '12.00

Ovenware

25%Off

ONE GROUP BOYS 100% NYLON

PANTS
Flare Leg

JACKETS
VALUES TO '5.00
$388

$300

SPECIAL!
ONE

1/3 Off

VALUES TO '3.50

ONE GROUP BOYS

FAMOUS BRAND SPORTSWEAR

TOPS-SLACKS
BLOUSES-JACKETS

$500

SPECIAL!

* BOY'S DEPARTMENT *

LADIES 100% POLYESTER

SWIM WEAR

Off

VALUES TO 7.00

ONE GROUP MEN'S

/
1 4 Off

70

ONE GROUP DENIM FLARE LEG

Odd Group

LUGGAGE

$588

50

ONE GROUP MEN'S WORK

ONE GROUP
FAMOUS BRAND

ONE GROUP LADIES

$300

SPECIAL!

Assorted styles and colors.

ONE GROUP LADIES

BED SPREAD

ONE GROUP MEN'S

Assorted colors

VALUES TO 116.00

REG. 17.00

WINS A MILLION—Stunned
David C. Moon, 30. Mercerville. N.J., gets a whiff
of smelling salts from a
doctor after learning he
and his father Alfred won
$1 million in New Jersey's
lottery Moon and his father %yin share $50.000 annually for 20 yeAr:

io

WEN'S 100% TEXTURED
NYLON KNIT SHORT SLEEVE

Assorted Styles

SPECIAL!

Assorted colors.
Slightly4rregular.
44
$10
VALUES
'17.00

SHIRTS

ONE GROUP LADIES

SPECIAL!

PANTS-

Assorted styles and colors.

* LADIES SPORTSWEAR *

*5*

ROUP MEN'S
100% POLYESTER DOUBLE KNIT

MEN'S SUITS

SPECIAL!

25% Off

$288

ONE ODD GROUP

LARGE GROUP

25% Off1 25% off 25%5 Off

SPECIAL!

Assorted Styles and Colors

/
1 4 /Ng
%.1

- Assorted styles and colors.
VALUES TO '55.00
$3980
SPECIAL

LADIES & MENS SH1ES *
SHOES

PANT DRESSES

MEN'S SUITS
Yd.

SHOE
POLISH

ONE GROUP GIRLS

ONE LARGE GROUP

DOUBLE KNIT
SPECIAL!

/
1 4 Off

SPECIAL!

* MEN'S_DiPARTMEPILA

Yd.

ONE TABLE 100% POLYESTER

ALL

$344

88

$

SPECIAL!

POLYESTER KNIT
$ 1 88yd.
SPECIAL!

Assorted Styles and Colors

SPORTSWEAR

10% Nylon

Yd

ONE TABLE

DRESSES

ONE GROUP OF GIRLS

STRIPES KNITS

88c

SPECIAL

TOPS & SHORTS
REG. '5.00

ONE TABLE FASHION

SPORTSWEAR
FABRICS

ONE GROUP GIRLS

Assorted Colors

* PIECE GOOD
ONE TABLE

GIRL'S SHORT SETS

SPECIAL!

* ACCESSORIES
ONE GROUP LADIES

LADIES

BED SPREADS HANDBAGS UMBRELLAS
331/3 Off

SPECIAL!

$388

ONE GROUP LADIES

JEWELRY
SPECIAL

99

PAGE
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State's Part In Saddlebred
Horses Let To Horse Shows

Breast milk banks
save infants'lives

FRANKFORT, Ky.-Kentucky show will attract horses from
was the birthplace of the foun- almost every state and Canada.
By CLIFFORD?. CHENEY
dation sires of the American The State Fair Horse Show is
SAN
FRANCISCO (UPI) saddlebred horse, the proving one of the richest in the country. Mr. and Mrs. Richard
Brown's
the
of
builders
league
the
big
ground of
The show, enjoying
newboin son, Jonah, was litthe
breed and the home of
status, will be held Aug. 23-28 at erally starving to death in the
registry of the American Saddle the Louisville Fair and Ex- hospital.
Harm Breeders assn.
position Center.
The doctors tried everything
The saddle horse came about Bill Munford, secretarythrough necessity. Before the era treasurer of the Kentucky Assn. they knew to overcome the
4 vehicles and roads the horses of Fairs and Horse Shows intestinal disorder which made
were the sole means of tran- (KAFHS) and director of the it impossible for the infant to
sportation for both man and state's first major horse show, digest any prepared formula.
But Jonah continued to lose
materials. The pioneer needed claims the commonwealth is
and strength. After a
weight
hardy,
was
that
horse
of
a
bred
center
and
rapidly becoming the
a half- he weighed
and
month
and
sure-footed
intelligent,
aaddlebred horses in he nation. less than five pounds.
the
is
possessed comfortable gaits.
"Kentucky
said,
Munford
Saddler, top selling place, the home of the
Kentucky
The
"He couldn't absorb any
of
horse
saddle
the
progenitor of
saddlebred and some of the top food," his mother recalled.
today, supplied the answer.
breeding in the nation has been -But after we started getting
the breast milk from the
The pioneers who developed centered here."
him used the thoroughbred for KAFHS was organized in 1948 Mothers' Milk Bank he started
speed, the compactly-built and is the largest association of getting fat and healthy."
Jonah, now five months old,
Morgan from Vermont for higher its kind in the nation. It is the only
one of more than 1,000
only
is
Narragansett
the
and
action
one, Munford pointed out, which healthy, happy ,Ahildren, some
gait.
pacer for ambling
combines fairs and horse shows. of whom would not have surHedgewood, an Wnglish
Munford's pride and joy,
it had not been for
thoroughbred, was imported to the Rock Creek Horse Show in vived if
human breast milk donated
10
some
and
1832,
America in
Louisville, of which he is the through the San Francisco
years later became the sire of director, has scheduled 350 Mothers' Milk Bank.
Denmark, foaled at Bardstown horses from 14 states for its June
Modern medicine does not
Out of a mare called Betsey 4-12 event.
Harrison. Denmark was a horse The • Lawrenceburg Horse yet fully understand the reel unusual beauty and quality and Show,another major event in the markable health-giving power
became the great foundation state, la be held July 12-17 and of breast milk, but the doctors
certain prebead of the sackllebred.
the Mercer County Fair at and parents of
Another important foundation Harrodsburg is scheduled for mature or sick babies who have
been saved by it know the
sire was Harrison Chief, who July 19-24.
value of such organizations as
the
to
strains
traced his
Munford said many of the
thoroughbred horse Messenger. exhibitors' scedules include trips the Mothers' Milk Bank here.
The San Francisco milk
Messenger was imported from from the Junior League Shorse
like a similar one in
bank,
the
was
and
1788,
in
England
Sliow,to Nashville, Tenn., then to Wilmington, Del., provides pastkproughbreds
iorebe_arer of such
Springfield, Ill., a return trip to teurized breast milk for babies
as Man 0' War, Swaps, War Kentucky for the state fair then to
who need human milk to surAdmiral and Native Dancer.
the Indiana Fair and Horse &low. vive but cannot obtain it from
Harrison
and
From Denmark
thief, strains led to almost every
saddle horse. And strains of those
saddke horses lead to the many
horse shows held in the national
each year.
Starting in mid-May and
continuing until late September,
there will be no weekends when
e or more horse shows aren't
being
' held in Kentucky.
The shows, local in character
,sr embracing several counties or
states, are under the sponsorship
of civic clubs, county fairs, pony
dubs or other agencies.
Most of the shows are held at
county fairs and others have no
other activities.
Two of the better known horse
show events are hosts to world
champion calibre horses-the
Laaington Junior League Horse
-*ow and the Kentucky State
Fair Horse Show.
The Junior League Show is
America's largest outdoor event.
Held from July 1-10 this year at
the Lexington Trotting Track, the
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Wilmington are the only cenhuters in the country where
man milk is continually proand available.
Mrs. Helen Fell, a past preshere
ident of the milk bank
and one of its founders in
1948, hopes the San Francisco
rs.
char
Rtihe
their mothers,
can serve as "a modoperation
d Leonard*, a San
centers across the
similar
Francisco pediatrician and el for
chief medical advisor to the country."
Mrs. Sophie Beek, the milk
milk bank, explained that huhandles
man milk is often the only bank's fulltime nurse,
straining,
refrigerating,
the
can
be
food which
assimilated
freezing
by some sick or premature pooling, pasteurizing, which
milk
the
of
rage
and sto
infanta.
is bro ught to the bank from
"Some infanta are so highly the donor mothers' homes by
allergic to other types of pro- volunteers.
teins that they can tolerate
Mrs. Beak prepares samples
only human breast milk," for testing by the San
Leonards said. "Some prema- Francisco Department of Pubture babies usually progress lic Health and for research in
better on breast milk than on several hospitals and medical
any other formula, and in- schools.
fants who have gastro-intestinal
The nurse and a secretary
surgery seem to do batter also. are the only fidltime paid employes. The milk bank relies
-----tin breist on volunteers for most of the
'Babies who are
milk generally have a higher day40-day work.
tolerance for infectious disThe San Francisco Mothers'
Milk Bank last year provided
life-sustaining breast milk to
More banks opera
newborn infants, many of
Human milk contains not 130 premature babies welthem
only the basic nutrients, vitapounds or less who
mins and minerals ready for ing thr,,he fed with an eyehad
it
but
immediate absorption,
also contains disease-fighting dropper
ntirint: it, 23-year existence,
antibodies, said the doctor,
ha, helped about 1,
who predicted that more the bank i.ith milk donated
mothers' milk banks will ap- 35()
1,000 mothers.
pear across the country in com- by mot,. than record for redistance
ing months.
cipient, is held by a child in
"There has been a major the Philippines who was saved
swing from formula feeding by shipments of milk packed
back to breast feeding," he in dry ice and rushed by air
freight from San Francisco to
said.
Although numerous hospitals have collected breast
MOON ROCKS
milk when it was needed for
emergency cases, the mothers'
- Forty-one
WASHINGTON
milk banks here and in
million persons in the United
States and abroad viewed
samples of moon rocks in 1970
and another two million inspected the facilities of the
National Aeronautics and
Space Administration.

SPACE AGE REPORT

Soviets say trio spent
a year in sealed room
By FRANK MACOMBER
Military Aerospace Writer
Copley News Service
The Russians are so intent on
retaining world leadership in
the development of longendurance, earth-orbiting
space stations that they claim
to have sealed three men in
room for a year to find out what
might happen to the human
body .and brain during
prolonged journeys beyond the
atmosphere.
A brief but official account of
the unprecedented experiment
was published in a new
book
government-sponsored
entitled: "Soviet Space
On the last page of the
generously illustrated 64-page
book, the writers describe selfsustaining space stations
capable of supporting life in the
weightless state with their own
oxygen and water supplies for
indefinite periods.
"Experiments to develop
such systems are now wider
way in the Soviet Union," the
text reports. Then it adds:
"Three persons volunteered to
spend a year in a hermetically
sealed room. The experiment
furnished ample information
for the development of lifesupport systems intended for
long-time use."
While the authors did not
specify the condition of the
volunteers who remained
sealed up for 12 months, they
gave a hint with this conclusion:
"Crews of the orbiters must

Business Construction
Upturn Shown By Survey

ON THE FENCE—Youngster checks out a row of campaign posters plastered on a
fence in Rome while his mother pays no never mind. Candidates are advertising
(Cablephoto)
their qualifications for the June 13 administration elections.

Army discharges
size 11 shoe recruit

Nothing's
wrong with a
bucketof bolts.

THURSDAY-JUNE 1, 1971

Robert Barter was told that
he will be discharged from the
Army and excused from the
draft because he takes a size 17
shoe. Regulation Army boots
2.
/
only go up to 141
The Army asked Barter
whether he wanted to be
discharged and save the
government the expense of
making him special boots. "I
pondered the over a long time
- shout four seconds - and
accepted,” he said.

NEW YORK, N.Y.,-A new upturn" in contracting for new
economic indicator, developed by business facilities came after a
the F. W. Dodge Division of steady decline from 1970's first
McGraw-Hill Information quarter peak. "From a peak of
Systems Company, showed an 83, in the opening quarter, the
upturn in construction contracts inclext dropped all the way down
for business facilities during the to 102 by the last quarter of 1970,"
first quarter of 1971, it was an- said the Dodge economist. 'The
nounced today. George A.
-gilarter-sat this Year
owistie, Uodge's vice president opening
brought IT recovelrlb
aid chiefeconomist, believes this
*crease in contracts for fac- Christie noted that much of this
tories, warehouses, commercial upturn was concentrated in the
buildings and utilities 'is an utilities sector, which benefited
early sign of renewed strength in from the start -of several large
business capital spending later new electric generating plants.
this year
"Commercial building also
The new indicator, the Dodge improved in the first three
Business Construction Index, months of this year, but the
reflects only those construction demand for industrial buildings
types which are 'included in the continued to be inhibited by a
"plant" component of plant and combination of excess capacity
equipment investment by and the slow recovery of
business firms. "Since this index production," he said.
is based on contracts for newly- "It usually takes about half a
started projects," said Christie, year before \a pickup in con"It is a lead indicator of future tracting for nonresidential
capital spending." This index, amstruction begins to generate a
like the authoritative Dodge significant volume of spending,"
Index of .total construction, is Christie pointed out. "This would
seasonally adjusted with 1970 - Indicate that the first quarter
100, and will be issued quarterly. upturn in contracts for business
facilities will support a higher
The Dodge Business Con- level of business capital spending
struction Index indicated that the during 1971's third and f
opening quarter's -pronounced quarters."

SPECIAL

LIVING COLOR PORTRAIT
By—SHARP STUDIO

Listen Next time you hear a rattle. Or
two Don't panic. Get a low-cost fast-action car
loan from us. And a new car from your favorite
dealer.

/BANK
PEOPLES„'
LTRRAY
RA473- ICY.
MUR

psychologically.
The Russians in the past have
been quick to report successful
space experiments and loathe
to make them public if
something went wrong.
A recent report by a
Universitylal California at Los
Angeles Brain Research Inteam
stitute
submitted
evidence that the brain partially disengages from the rest
of the body during long
weightless periods. It has attracted considerable attention,
but the team's leader, Dr. W.
Ross Adey,concedes there is no
firm evidence that this effect of
weightlessness has impaired
the performances of astronauts
in space so far.
However, Adey warns, the
impact of weightlessness on the
body and brain might interfere
witb the ability of astronauts to
keep attention on their tasks
during long space missions.
There could be other harmful
side effects as well, he adds.
Adey teamed up with Drs.
John Hanley and Pierre M.
Hahn of the UCLA biology
laboratory to draft the report.
It stemmed partly from a
of
study
computer
physiological data from
Bonnie, the monkey who orbited the earth for eight days in
1969. Adey was prime investigator for that biosatellite
mission.
Meanwhile, Miss Woodward
and daughter, Nell Newman,
are busy in Idaho making a
60-minute feature for the G.E.
Monogram aeries of specials for
broadcasting next January. The
I2-year-old Miss Newman is
making her video acting debut
in "Eagle and the Hawk,"
which is a blend of documentary and drama dealing with
protection of birds of prey.

Nivivia &um&
have MODEL HOMES that are being offered
for SALE. These homes have been
discounted and offer

* Low Down Payments
* long Term, low Interest
with FHA Financing
RIVIERA COURTS is the only mobile home
park in this area that can take FHA
approved financed homes. All Homes Are

* Double Insulated
* Have Under Paneling
* Have Stem Windows
* Have Been Completely
Set Up
* Are Ready To Live In
giivicta ettWitee
is continuing their opening special by
giving the new mobile home owner

6 MONTHS PARK RENT FREE!

,

0
8X1
only
Unless it's your car.

be periodically relieved. In
order to do that and supply
orbiters with necessities,
special hignly maneuverable
cargo ships will be developed.
1. The Russians already have
conducted rendezvous and
docking experiments in space
with their Song spacecraft.)
"Cargo ships will be launched from land cosmodromes,
approach the orbiting stations
and dock with them. The crews
will be transferred either
through outer space or through
special air locks connecting the
station and the cargo ship."
In the United States as in
Russia, the question of man's
ability to endure in space for
prolonged periods has been a
puzzler. Space scientisto,
engineers and technicians in
both countries long have been
confident they could put
together the hardware to keep
stations circling the earth in
space for up to 10 years or
more. Keeping men up there
indefinitely is quite another
matter.
So far, medical science has
no firm answers. Thus an efficient shuttle system to ferry
men between earth and space
at regular intervals is a
"must" requirement for any
significant, long-term space
station program.
experiment
U. S.
No
simulating space conditions to
test man's physical and mental
stamina for longer periods has
even begun to approach the
Russians' claimed year-long
endurance experiment.
It seems likely "Soviet Space
have
would
Research"
reported in more detail on the
conditions of the three men
sealed for a year if they had
come out of the ordeal iiiand
physically
scathed
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NO HANDLING CHARGE
a

:
I per sobject
2 per family
Additional Sithiet.t-R $3..r
Groups $1.49 per per*or,

Hours:
Fri. & Sat. 11-7
Sun. 1-5

anti
lotat

NO AGS LIMIT

BIG "K" STORE
Murray, Kentucky
Fri., Sat. 8 Sun.
June 4-5-6

Located ,4 Mile North of Murray
U. S. Highway 641 North
Murray, Kentucky 42071

Telephone (502) 753-3280
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HIGHWAY 79 EAST

NINE

PARIS, TENNESSEE
Prices Good Thru Sun. June 6, 1971

COLEMAN
2 BURNER

vrovE

Model 425E499
REG. PRICE $15.69

SPECIAL

.77y
.
9:f"

"AKURET"
No. 29A

THICKNESS
GUAGE SPECIAL

76t

NC7s
UNCLE LEE Is Completing The Move Into Their New
40,000 Square Feet Addition Which Nearly Doubles
The Store Size. Many New Items Have Been Added
To The Enlarged Departments And Prices Have
Been Lowered.
The Sporting Goods
Department Has Been
Tripled In Size And
Now Has A Full Time
Gunsmith... Mr. Hubert
Barrow on duty!.
2 PIECE

Reg. $1.19

Don't guess. Set Your Points
& Plugs exactly.

ONE GALLON
", COLEMAN
Ism fiatik
Coleman,
FUEL

AMERICAN MADE
TIRE GUAGE

REG. $1.19
SPECIAL

PLASTIC
KITCHEN
SINK
SET
SP422-051
By TUCKER
PLASTIC

30 Quart
FOAM ICE CHEST

56t

OUR SPECIAL
REG. 99'
LIMIT ONE

ANCHOR HOCKING
01
"

ICE TEA
GLASSES

List 19c each
U.L. Reg. Price 13c ea,

Guaranteed 7 Full Years
/
2 Gal Per Minute
Delivers 101
:
:
;*:"
:
:
:
:
!
:
:
:
Z.,
;
;
"
;
;
n:
::3C,
:*:;
:
.
0
-44<:i::
,1;t:;(;:::";;;:;;;:*;;
:
:
E •4.
itire

FRESH
No. 950
EVEREADY

FLASHLIGHT
BATTERIES
D SIZE
SPECIAL!

PRE-PRICED
25' each
U.L. REG. PRICE 18'

"NEW IMPROVED"
SHAKESPEARE
or
ELECTRA PAL

99,

FITS MOST FORDS &
CHEVROLET CARS
REG. $1.39

SPECIAL•

LIMIT 1

America's best
drill buy!
Drills all materials
fast and accurately!

GENERAL ELECTRIC

*31" SHAFT
LIST PRICE $129.95
U.L. REG. PRICE $79.95

PHI or PH 25
OIL FILTERS

/
1
4" ELECTRIC

STEAM IRON
LIST PRICE $14.95
U.L. REG. PRICE $9.97

'GALAXY" 20 inch

PORTABLE ELECTRIC FAN
5 year Guarantee
List Price $19.95
U.L. REG.
PRICE $14.97
SPECIAL
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Hospital Report

• GE NI

get the job done

June 1, 1971
ADULTS 106
NURSERY 4

NEWBORN ADMISSIONS
Baby Girl Hall (Mrs. Elanor
Jane Hall), 1706 Magnolia,
Murray, Baby Girl Jackson
(Mrs. Patricia Jackson), Rt. 1,
Symsonia.
DISMISSALS

Can make brick
from recycled
paper, men say

REAL ESTATE FOR SALE REAL ESTATE FOR SALE

Mrs. Margie Grace Petty, 505
S. 13th, Murray, Mrs. Jackie
Lynn Holt and Baby Girl, Rt. 4,
Benton, Mrs. Lutricia Poyner
and Baby Boy, Rt. 2, Hazel, Mrs.
Margaret Ann Yearry and Baby
Boy, 205 S. 3td, Murray, Albert
Cassity, Jr., Rt. 3, Murray, Mrs.
Wavil Vick, Rt. 2, Hazel, Mrs.
Venela Sexton, 102 N. 14th,
Murray, Clifton Guthrie Osborn,
Rt. 2, Hazel, Raymond Wilson
Lewis, 1003 Olive, Murr Jerry
Thomas Turner, Rt. 4, Murray,
Mrs. Vernie Ellen Wyatt, Rt. 1,
Kirksey, Gayion Scott, 305 N.5th,
Murray, Mrs. Maggie Susan
Coleman, 427 Franklin Rd.,
Clarksville, Mrs. Pearl Estelle
If you are an average
Cherry, Rt. 1, Murray, Mrs. newspaper reader, you
Pearlie Rena Kirk, Rt. 5, Benton. spend 37 minutes reading a
•
paper every day.

ACROSS

DOWN
1
2
3
4
5
6
7

Part of face
Exist
substance
Funny picture
4 English county
Promptly
9 Resort
Injures
12 Man's name
Doctrine
13 Expels
Football
position (abbr.)
14 A month
8 Accompanied
15 Act
9 Tiny
17 Carton
10 Strobe
11 Affinnative vote
19 Temporary
16 Tolls
shelter
18 Repetition
20 Instrument
20 Siamese natives 33
21 Performed
21 Century plant
22 South American 34
23 Frightens
animal
suddenly
36
24 Instruct
25 Go in
27 Shut
Portion
38
26
29 Ceremony
28 Qualified to be
30 A state(ebb,)
40
chosen
31 Sunburn
32 Rent
34 Music as
written
35 Printer's
measure
36 Dress length
37 Hinder
39 Harming
42 Simple
43 Landed
44 Solo
46 Central
Amencan
Indian
48 Roused to
vigilance
51 Paddle
52 One defeated
54 Man's name
55 And
56 Wipe out
. by Uvailed
57 Male sheep
1 Rssmous

Prepare for

41
45
46
47
48
49

Strong winds
Unusual
Food fish
Swiss river
Man's name
Guido's high
out.
50 Obscure
53 Conjunction

print

Seagoing
vessel
Country in
Africa
Arabian
chieftain
Wed

Milan
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4 BRICK HOUSES outside town with small acreage.
LARGE COMMERCIAL LOT near downtown area.
FARMS: FROM 30 acres to over 1,000 acres. Some with buildings, sonic without $100.00 per
acre and up.
YES, WE DO HAVE some nice LAKE HOUSES.
NICE 2 BEDROOM houses from $10,500.00 and up.

BY OWNER; three bedroom
trick house. Central heat and air,
carpeted throughout. Bath and a
half. Shown by appointment only.
Phone 753-3756.
J5P

EVEN SOME GOOD 3 bedroom houses, as low as $12,500.013.

For building lots and all your real estate needs, the people to see are
Hoyt or Ray at 505 Main or Phone 753-1651
Well help with financing..
* MEMBERS MULTIPLE LISTINC SERVICE -*

Sea of glass, aluminum?

Loss of historic
U.S. sites feared
NEW YORK (UPI): Bernard Gutman fears that the
bulldozer—combined with
ignorance and indifference
—is destroying America,
architecturally speaking.
He foresees a day when
America will be a sea of
glass, brick and aluminum
siding, and even the most
mundane wooden building
will have become a rarity
on the landscape.
To fend off that day,
Gutman founded the nonprofit Historic Site Co-ordinating Committee earlier
this year to act as a clearing - house for persons and
groups interested in preserving the country's architectural heritage

refurbishing

of

business
homes.

"But if anything is going
to be done," he said, "It's
going to be done for a profit motive. I think a job like
this has to be done by private industry and the real
way to get private industry
interested is to show a way
to make a profit, as well as
doing some good.
"If you want something
done, you have to appeal to
a selfish motive. Foe been
on too many well-meaning
committees that have gone

nowhere."
GUT'fifAN said he is not
only in really
historical buildings associated with important people or events, but also in
good examples of the various styles of architecture
popular in different periods of American history or
interested

"I HAVE a pure motive
and a profit motive." he
said in an interview, explaining frankly that his
firm Delco Corp.. is in the

LOOK ,'THERE'S A PLACE WHERE
401) CAN WIN A PRIZE eq
KN0CKIN6 OVER 50A4E 14./000EN
MILK 80TTLE5 ark A VASEBAU_!

ICE

ICE

CREAM

$10 DOWN & $10 per month will
still buy a lake lot at Keriiina
Shores. Phone 436-5582.
J5C

in different parts of the
country.
These would include the
Cape Cod homes of New
England, the colonial and
federal styles of the,. East,
as well as the Victorian
wedding cake houses of the
Midwest and the Wekt.
"I'm appalled by the
wholesale destruction of
some of the finest remaining examples of colonial,
Georgian, Tuscan, Tudor,
Gothic revival and ante-bellum architecture," he said.
"We are destroying a lot
of what our forefathers
created for us. Go to Europe and you see the flavor
of the different cities. They
don't tear down churches
to put up aluminum and
glass skyscrapers."
HE HOPES his committee will act as a clearing
„house for commercial home
‘refurbisfiers, alerting them
to the need for preserving
buildin g s, particularly
those over 100 years old.
"Private enterprise can
make a real contribution to
the American scene," Gutman said. "If someone
doesn't do something soon,
some morning 30 years
from now and ask, 'Vniat
did we do'?"
OLD INDIAN CUSTOM
GULBRAGA, India (UPI)—
Strangers to this town in
southern India were startled
Friday to see a procession of
about 30 nude women carrying
lamps on their heads file along
the banks of a stream during
the early morning hours.
Townspeople said it was an
annual event in which childless
women and those afflicted with
diseases disrobe to march to a
temple

a ncy
OH, BOY, I'LL.
SURPRISE
HIM WHEN
HE COMES
OUT

REAL ESTATE FOR SALE

ATTRACTIVE BRICK home in
choice location. Three bedrooms,
plus study or office, two baths,
family room with fire-place, all
built-in kitchen with lots of
cabinet space, 2 ear garage.
Draperies stay, established yard.
City school district. 1702 Audubon
Drive (Keenland Subdivisionnear new high school). Call 7536459or 753-9366 for appointment.
J9C

3 BRAND NEWS bedroom bricks,2 baths,central heat & air.

Answer to Yesterday's Puzzle
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1010031OS 0031710
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0000 OM
DIMPOO MOE=
DOOM 00M00

tSrATE FOR SALE

HOUSE AND LOT on Highway
732, 11
/
2 miles from Kentucky
Lake. About 11
/
2 acre land. Place
well improved. 8 room house,
Large garage, large living room
with divider between living room
and kitchen. 2 large porches
front and back. Phone 4362351.
J5P

SEATTLE (UPI): TliTne
Seattle men say they have
developed a brick made out
of recycled paper which
can be manufactured in a
poliuuon-free plant.
lung lavers Jr., who developed it with his father
and George Larsen, says
the “Eco-Mar brick can be
sawed, nailed, bolted,
$cr ewe d, waterproofed,
fireproofed and bounded or
routed with standard construction techniques.
It U we urst brick nada
out of tiberized paper, doveloped by a mechanical
process which pulverizes
wa...te paper. The paper fibers are mixed with adhesives and resistive chemicals and extruded into
molds. The mixture is then
put under severe pressure.

Crossword Puzzle

tutAL

CREAM

LAKE FRONT lots at Keniana
Shores. 100' frontage-free water
"Tap in"-restricted to homes &
cottages. $3995 on easy terms.
Phone 436-5582.
J5C

LAKE COTTAGE
• Good Location
• Wonderful Beach
• Wonderful Neighbors
Bargain Price-84,800
Immediate Possession

Telephone
436-5668
FOUR BEDROOM brick on large
shaded lot, carpeted, two baths,
air-conditioning. One mile West
of Hazel on paved highway.
Phone 496-8303.
J5C
THREE BEDROOM brick on one
acre, 10 miles west of Murray.
Two baths and carpet. Phone 4882331
J4C
TWO BEDROOM house with 5/
1
2
acres, East of Midway. Phone
AOC
753-7201.
POT HOARD DESTROYED
LOS ANGELES (UPI)— rwc
million pills, 3,000 kiloes of
marijuana, and a quantity of
herion were destroyed Thursday
by state narcotics agents.
Attorney General Evelle J.
Younger said the drugs, valued
at more than $1 million, were
burned at an undisclosed site.
The drugs had been confiscated
by police agencies during the
past several months.
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WELL KEPT 3BEDROOM BRICK HOME at 1337 Peggy Ann
Drive. Has living room with carpeting, kitchen with built-in
range and oven, extra large utility room,fenced back yard,
air conditioner, central vacuum system. Available immediately.

Edge
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AMY, WNW,

Movie

4
.

LOW PRICED 5 ROOM FRAME HOUSE in New Concord,
Ky. Situated on a nice 2 acre tract of land. Has basement,
screened-in back porch, well and cistern, separate garage.
FIVE ACRES OF LAND,TWO LARGE CONCRETE BLOCK
BARNS,2BEDROOM MOBILE HOME in like new condition.
Located within 2 miles of Murray City limits.
ONE AND ONE-HALF STORY FRAME HOME and 3 acme
of land, located near the Murray City limits and priced at
only 68,500.
PRACTICALLY NEW 3 BEDROOM BRICK HOME,located
approximately Smiles from Murray. Has many fine features
such as fireplace, built-in range and oven, dishwasher,
carpeting, ceramic bath, two utility rooms, double carport
and one acre lot.
LARGE 3 BEDROOM BRICK HOME located near the
Southside Shopping Center. Has foyer, large living room,
family room,kitchen, utility, 2 ceramic baths, double garage
with electric door opener, patio, fenced back yard.
FOUR ACRE TRAILER PARK within a short distance of
Kentucky Lake. Includes a 24' x 44' double-wide mobile home
residence, with or without furniture. Has state approved and
licensed facilities for 10 trailer rental spaces, large bath
house and recreation building, good well, garden space and
fruit trees.
BRICK DUPLEX ON PEGGY ANN DRIVE offers a corn
Sortable home with good income for slightly more than the
cost of a single-family residence. Shown by appointmen
only.
GENERAL STORE BUSINESS, complete with stock and
fixtures, large two-story frame residence in good condition, 2
acres of land,lots of outbuildings. All for only $12,000.
ATTRACTIVE 3 BEDROOM LAKEFRONT cottage in Pine
Bluff Shores. Has 11
/
2 baths, kitchen, living room, dining
room, shady yard, private boat dock and private beach.
Price reduced.
LARGE 2 BEDROOM STONE HOME located on the outskirts of Murray. Has basement, 2 car garage, living room,
dining room, kitchen, large yard.
BRAND NEW 3 BEDROOM BRICK home in Lynnwood
Estates. Has central heat and air, ceramic bath, living room,
kitchen-family room lots of closet space, kitchen built-ins,
outside storage, carport, city water. Financing readily
available.
NEAT 2 BEDROOM BRICK HOME on a large shady corner
lot in Hazel. Has enclosed garage, large utility room, plenty
of closet space, carpeted living room, TV antenna, air conditioner, outside storage shed.
72 ACRE FARM with an old farm house, tobacco ban%
stable, good well and 52 tillable acres. Priced at only sligbay
more than $200 per acre.
LARGE ONE AND ONE-HALF STORY FRAME HOUSE in
Hazel. Has enclosed back porch,family room, shady corner
lot. Must sell to settle an estate.
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LARGE ACREAGE AT A LOW PRICE. 140 acre farm with
one 6-room frame house and one 4-room frame house, located
7% miles N.E.of Murray,near Shiloh. Will sell all together or
will divide into two tracts.

LIVING
$560.00—per
new. Couch
additional
$250.00. 509
753-4152.

TWO BEDROOM STUCCO HOME on 2 acres of land, just one
mile S.E. of Murray, on Hwy. 121. Has stable, garage, good
fences, excellent garden space and shady yard.- Priced at
only $10,000.

10:40 MOB]
with porch,
already set
Call 753-5201.

GOOD PRODUCING 96 acre farm with 11
/
2story frame house
in good condition. Has 73 acres tillable good outbuildings,
good well. Need to sell to aettle an estate, so it is priced at
rock bottom.

16 FT. Fibe
trailer ant
motor, elect
436-5548.

TWO ACRE TRACT OF LAND WITH a 3 bedroom, doubrewide mobile home, located 4 miles South on US-641. Has
dining room, living room, 11
/
2 baths, utility room, carpeting,
central heat, air conditioners, kitchen range, automatic
washer, concrete patio and sidewalk, two good sized storage
buildings. Owner will finance.
APPROXIMATELY 11
/
2 ACRE TRACT with a 3-room frame
house, located 3 miles North of Murray on US-641. Has city
water and natural gas on the property. Full price of $5,000.
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LARGE TRANSFERRABLE LOAN on this two-story frame
home in the country,south of Lynn Grove. Has fireplace, city
water, 200 ft. deep lot.

12 CUBIC
refrigerator
$20.00. Phon

TWO BEDROOM FRAME HOME with an unfinished upstairs. Located on city water and sewers. Can be bought for
only $4,000, and financing is available if needed.

18 FT. Cl
firm. Ram

WILL BE AVAILABLE THE FIRST OF NEXT WEEK - 3
bedroom brick home on a *4 acre lot in Fairview Acres
Subdivision. Has kitchen-family room, ceramic bath, large
living room, plenty of closet space, outside storage, attic,
carport.
CHOICE BUILDING LOTS - Located in practically all parts
of the county. Some with frontage on the lake, some
with
additional acreage if desired.
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REAL ESTATE FOR SALE REAL ESTATE FOR SALE

TO BUY .. . See Us!
TO SELL . . . List With Us!

Fulton Young
Realty
4th & Maple Streets
Phone 753-7333
Fulton E. Young,
753-4946,
Ishmael Stinson,
753-1534

E 3, 1971
GE NINE
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STRAWBERRIES:
DOGHOUSES
NEW
BLAKEMORE and Tennessee detachable floors. Prices start at
beauty. Ideal for freezer. Pick $17.50. Also have hat racks, $3.00.
your own, 20c a quart. Hoyt F. Phone 753-1712.
J4NC
Adams, 344 miles West of In City, South Graves County. Turn
WHIRLPOOL
AUTOMATIC
right on Hwy. 83,2 miles West of washer. Good condition. Very
DUCE SAFE & fast with
J5C cheap. Phone 753-6200.
Tri-City, 382-2360.
J4C
Bese Tablets & E-Vap "water
J2C
Drug
Store.
Holland
Ws",
and
saddle
MARE
QUARTER
horse. See Richard 0. Woods or HAY CHOICE Timothy, Red
SPOT, that spot, traffic call 753-4867 after
5:00p.m. J5C Clover, and other types. Will sell
Blue
with
removed
too,
ths
in the field or will deliver. Call
Lustre carpet shampoo. Big
USED 40 INCH white G.E • 753-8697 after 7:00 o'clock.
J7C
J5C
electric stove. Phone 753J5P
6032.
HELP WANTED
Y POODIF-S, black and white.
binchillas, $15.00 each and BLACK ANGUS male, ready for
uipment. Phone 753service. Contact Robert Wiggins PART TIME: Need 4 men for
June2AC at Wiggins Furniture, 753-4566 Safety Crusade in Calloway
1862.
experience
FURNISHED 12x50 Trailer. Two from 8:00 to 5:30.
No
J5C County.
bedroom, air-conditioned, carnecessary. Earn $50 to $60
pet, fenced in yard and un- WHITE KENMORE range, 30 weekly. For appointment Call
J3P
derpinning. Phone 753-7854. J5C inch electric. Like new. Phone 753-1442.
J5C
753-8110.
96$ CHEVROLET IMPALA,
ur door, 40,000 miles. Excellent
ondition, one owner. Sears
ored Television, 4 years old, 21
.Phone 753-8508.
J5C

1111•0•01e.

1/07,
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RKLET
BAuap
DOZER
SERVICE

TRENCHING
WATER LINES
FAST, EFFICIENT SERVICE

Conway Construction Co.
P.O. Box 483
Murray, Kentucky 42071
Phone (502) 753-9807

WISEHART'S MOBILE
HOME SERVICE

•

RENTING NOW for the summer
and fall; two bedroom apartment
with central air and wall to wall
carpet, tile bath and modern
kitchen. Best location in town.
Phone 753-4331 after 5:00p.m.
June7C
FURNISHED APARTMENT for'
college boys. Summer and fall
semester. Phone 753-5108 after
TFC
5:00p.m.

ONE BEDROOM furnished ,
apartment. Air-conditioned.
Close to campus. Couples or
mature adults isinly. Also two
bedroom duplex, carpeted,
East State Line
So. Fulton, Tenn. central air and heat, washer,
dryer. Stove and refrigerator.
HOME & boat in- Available June 1. Furnished or
BALDWIN PIANOS and organs MOBILE
Broad coverage. Low unfurnished. Call 753-9135 or 753.)•
for rent or sale. Rent applies to surance.
June§C
Piano rates. Excellent claim service. 4478.
purchase. Lonardo
you buy. Galloway
Company, across from Post See us before
J4C Insurance & Real Estate Agency. NICE FURNISHED apartment.
Office, Paris,Tenn.
July7C for college girls-summer and fall.
Phone 753-5.842.
Phone 753-5108 after 5:00 p.m. TF

RAY'S LOUNGE

I

PENTA TREATED lumber. HAVE FUN!! Makextra
weekly. spw.o as. ..saa 04m. .iam.p.m.(
Resistant to rot and termites. money. $35.00 to $50.00
Ideal, for boat docks and any No investment, no delivery. Part
for TODDLERS DAY Care, opens A'TTENTION HOME owners: Let
weather exposed uses. Murray or full time. Phone 753-2378
June 7, for children three months us completely cover your home
J8C
appointment.
Lumber Co. Maple Street,
to three years. State approved. with Reynolds weather tight
ITC
Murray,Kentucky.
WANTED: SOMEONE to live in, Reasonable rates. Experienced aluminum siding. Also we do
and board. Small salary help. Day or week. Phone 753- soffitt and overhangs on brick.
room
POWER LAWN mower, Clinton
J5C
collect before 11:00 a.m. or 4481.
Phone
Storm windows & door, shutters
motor, 2 H.P. Window or floor
J4C
492-8370.
p.m.
4:00
after
and carports. Free estimates.
fan, automatic thermostat,
HAVE TRACTOR-will travel. Call Garland's Aluminum Ser,
cooling control, seven speeds.
Lawns mowed, large or WWI vice, Route 1, Kirksey, 489-2427 or
J5C MAN OR woman to sell Rawleigh
Phone 753-4761.
J9C Sedalia 328-8398.
JunellIC
Products to families. Can make Phone 753-4874.
full
or
part
houran
up
and
$3.00
1967 CHEVROLET impala
9 CHAROLIAS to 7,8 Cows. 12 station wagon. V8 automatic. time. Write giving phone no •
'th calf, 7 springing cows. One Extra clean. Also 18 ft. boat Ray Harris, Rawleigh Co.,
6 bull. One-year old heifer. trailer, tandum wheels. Call 436- Freeport, Illinois or call 835-232J4C
ill Adams, Lynn Grove, 435. =7or 436-2323.
J5C 4161 between 8 and 4:30.
J3C
women
FIVE FEEDER Pils. Phone 489- ATTENTION MATURE
pernice
a
have
you
If
40.
over
COMPLETE MOBILL HOME SERVICING
ER FOR I/2 ton pickup, 84/ 2346.
J5C
sonality, car and wish part time
Call 437-4395 after 4:30
Specializing in ...
J7P FIVE H.P. Quincy air com- work, I have a job for you.
Murray.
to
newcomers
Greeting
pressor, like new. Heavy duty
• Central Heat
FIVE YEAR old sorrel mare. motor.Complete with magnetic telephone 753-6706, Ext. 42 for
J4P
interview.
for
appointment
Phone 762-6722 after 5:00 p.m.J3C switches. Phone 753-3018.
• Air Conditioning
J5C

et our De a
Seed Corn
• Atrizen • Lorox
• WS°
• Hood Soybeans
• Dare Soybeans
•. Wayne Soybeans
Formers Groin &
Seed Co.
uality Field Seed &
ervice R ilro A

0.011110.O.AMB•o

Tennessee
Features This Week .
Thursday Nite .
Wolfman and Pack
Friday Nite . . . The Wanderers
Saturday Nite . . . Larry Fry - Exponent-4
of Sound
Coming Next Friday Nite, June 11th
g
"THE MEMPHIS MUDD"

Z.

BACKHOE
SERVICE

0.411111•0 AM.0.4•11•o

1 RAY'S LOUNGE
South Fulton,

ALSO
SERVING
KENTUCKY

FOR RENT

NOTICE

NOTICE

SERVICES OFFERED

SERVICES OFFERED

Own Your Own Home
or Renting?
Allstate

Let
provide the protection you
need with a "Deluxe Homeowners or Tenter:
Policy. YES, our policies have the nondeductabte clause in them.

Allstate

Representative will be at the
An
Sears & Roebuck Mail Order Store, here in
Murray, Kentucky on June 4 and June 5
(Friday & Saturday) from 9:300.m. to 5:30 p.m.

Come by and talk to me, Jimmy Dunevant or call
me at 753-2310

FURNISHED APARTMENT, 300
Woodlawn. Also house trailer,
10x55, Expando, real nice, three
J4C
bedrooms. Phone 753-6044.
FURNISI4ED TWO bedroom
apartment. Large living room
and kitchen. Private bath. All
utilities paid. Phone 753-3143. J4C
SIX ROOM furnished apartment
near campus. References and
deposit required. Available now.
$125.00 per month. Phone 753-6425
J4C
days or 753-5962 nights.
TRAILER. SEE Brandon Dill at
Dill's Trailer Court after 4:00
p.m. No phone calls please. J4C
furnished
THREE ROOM
apartment in a duplex. No pets or
children. One door from college
campus. Call 753-3264 for inJ3C
formation.

Awnings
OLD PEDAL organ and treadle WANTED EXPERIENCED
Singer sewing machine. Phone mechanic. Good salary; holiday
• Underpenning
THE 641 Slaughter House GET FREE Jewelry from an
J4C pay; vacation pay. 45 hours per
492-8727.
unfurnished
and Hookups
Wiring
Electrical
•
Murray,Ky., will close June if internationally known company. THREE BEDROOM
week. Apply in person, Sholars
information
For
easy.
and
fun
It's
redecoration. Open Monday
duplex. Vacant June 10. Airafter 5 p.m.
NEVER USED; screen house Auto Repair,200SotillOtil•
Phone 753-9290
call 753-6420.
June
June 28.
- conditioned, carpeted. Phone 753'
tent combination tent has floor,
J5C
5909.
is 10x9. Screen room, 10x9.
FOR
BIDS
ADVERTISEMENT
VIRTNG
AMBITIOUS
stove,
Coleman
Coleman heater,
FURNITURE REFINISHING. PAINTING:INTERIOR
and
TWO BEDROOM unfurnished
camping toilet with bags, aged couple to manage Dairy All work guaranteed. Free exterior.
Sealed proposals for the construction of a Terminal-Office
service.
Fast
duplex. No college students.
in
Western
the
Airport
at
will
received
County
set-cost camping glasses. Electric edger, Queen-Brazier store
be
Building
Murray-Calloway
ROOM
Free
LIVING
delivery
and
pickup
References. Phone 382-2299. TFC
J5C
Phone 753-2660.
to
Hall,
the
City
by
the
at
County
Opportunity
Airport
Board
Kentucky.
Murray-Calloway
Phone
new.
like
J4P
almost
Just
435-4483.
clean.
fectly
050.00-per
estimate. Antique or natural
Murray, Kentucky, until 1:30 p.m., CDT, June 30, 1971, at which
own
your
own
eventually
new. Couch and chair with two
finish. Jerry McCoy,753time and place all proposals will be publicly opened and read
LAWN MOWING and cemetery
TWO BEDROOM house in
aloud.
additional matching chairs. 1968 DUO RUN-A-BOUT, 55 H.P. business. Town and Country Real 3045.
JunelOC lots reliably done, on a regular
country. Unfurnished. Available
Plans, specifications, and contract documents may be
$250.00. 509 Broad Street. Phone Evinrude motor, stereo tape, Estate. Phone 753-9900 or 753- PIANOS AND ANTIQUE organs and piece work basis. $10.00
J5C
examined or obtained at the City Clerk's office, Murray, Kennow. Phone 753-1408.
J5C
J5C boat cover, heavy duty trailer. 3616
753-4152.
tucky 17071, for the sum of Ten Dollars 310.00/ per set. No
rebuilt, refinished, restyled, minimum please. Call Home
J8P
Phone 753-6877.
refunds will be made.
tuning and repairs. Jetton & Dyer Town Trimming Service at 354TWO BEDROOM trailer, on
The Murray Calloway County Airport Board reserves the right
WANTED: CLEANING help for Piano Sales and Service. Cuba 8332for free estimates.
10:40 MOBILE home, furnished,
J4P
shady lot. Air-conditioned. Rent
to reject any and all bids, to waive informalities, and to negotiate
Phone
MOWER.
FERGUSON
Road,
474underpining,
Ky.
in
Pho*
resort
Aurora,
with porch, awning,
Mayfield, 1(y. Phone 328with the apparent qualified best bidder to such extent as may.,be
$45.00 per month. Phone 489J4NC 2288 for appointment.
already set up at Shady Oaks. 436-2289.
necessary
JeC '8522. Hours, 5:00 to 8:00 p.m., WILL DO sewing and make
J5C
2595.
J5C
Call 753-5209 or 753-6882.
J4C
(Closed Wednesday), 10:00 to drapes.Phone 489-2475.
1971-175 HONDA Moto-Sport.
June 14C
4:00 Saturday.
HOUSE TRAILER, 12:50. AirLOST & FOUND
Less than 500 miles. Excellent
16 FT. Fiber glass boat with tilt
For summer only.
conditioned.
condition. Phone 474-2257 after LOST: UNIVERSAL joint and
trailer and 40 H.P. Johnson
Mobile Home Village. Phone 753J4C
bush
4:00p.m.
connects
that
shaft
drive
J5C
motor, electric starter, $895. Call
3895 or 7534482.
to tractor. Lost Ofi May 31
436-5548.
LEATHER COUCH and chair, Mg
$30.00. Lazy boy recliner, s65.00. somewhere on Pottertown Road
FOUR-ROOM apartment. Newly
CARPET A fright? Make them Full size bed with box wings and between Panorama Shores and
paneled. Available this week.
beautiful with Blue Lustre, rent a mattress, $45.00. Ladies clothes South 16th. Reward is offered.
$69.00 per month. Phone 753$1.00,
shampooer
KY.
LOUISVILLE,
electric
J4C
Ph. 637-2778
new
condition,sin 3,5 widiPhone 753-2731 or 753-8025
J7C
EACH 8333.
Western Auto, home of 'The in excellent
"
$1
MEMPHIS,
TENN.
Ph.
Some
525-1415
leather
tan,
baby
and
7.
LOST: WOMAN'S
equipment
J9C
Wishing Well."
toys. Phone 753.8991.
10150 TWO BEDROOM trailer.
J4C billfold in Big K. Papers
NASHVILLE, TENN. Ph. 256-5847
Murray, Ky. Carpet
Chestnut Street
and air-conditioned.
valuable. Reward. Call collect
1971 HARLEY DAVIDSON MATTRESS, SPRINGS and
436-5332
247-3991, Paris,Tennessee. J5P
Ph.
Phone 489-2513.
MO.
LOUIS,
ST.
753Phone
motorcycle.
Sportster
2
/
hollywood frames. Used 11
WANTED TO ItUF
6772 days or 753-8261 after 6:00 years. Phone 753-8110.
J5C
ROOM AND BOARD available
J9C
NOTICE TO CREDITORS
p.m.
WANT TO BUY house and lot for one person; with private
e'OR ALL your home alterations,
TWIN BEDS with mattresses and
AUCTION SALE
within three miles of Murray entrance. Elderly
remodeling, etc. Free Estimates
person
12 CUBIC FOOT Kelvinator springs. Good condition. Phone
J4P preferred. Call 753-8573.
753-4911.
Phone
753-6123.
Phone
•June30C
J3C
Dec'd
Saunders,
Orr
Maude
refrigerator. Old, but runs good. 489-2483 after 5:00p.m.
Leta
J4P
AUCTION SALE,Saturday, June
J5C
486,
Box
753-9375.
Wilson,
E.
Phone
Hugh
$20.00.
WANT i'0 BUY; logs and
5, 1:30 p.m., one block east of
AUTOS FOR SALE
,
Murray, Kentucky
standing timber. Also have for LARGE FOUR bedroom house '44
Methodist Church in Hazel,
ARC MINIATURE Schanuzers,
sale lumber and sawdust. block from campus. Electric
wormed. Good
Clean and in Kentucky at the late Mrs.
1963
DODGE
DART.
and
shots
male.
$125.00
cruiser,
18 FT. CABIN
Murray Saw Mill and Lumber heat, air-conditioned. Fenced
Mr Ellie Cunningham, Dec'd
good condition. Phone 753Brandon's home. This sale inJ5P pedigree. Phone 753-9371
firm. Phone 753-5252.
Harvey Ellis, Fairlane Drive, 7905.
TFC back yard. Families only. $135'.00
J5C cludes many outside pieces, not
Co. Phogg_753-4147.
Murray, Ky.
per month. Phone 753-1203. J7C
much junk.
WANT TO BUY old straw in large
1971 CHEVELLE MALIBU, Will have Grandfather clock;
amounts. Lynn
small
or
Joe Harrell, Dec'd
Power steering, air-conditioning, two round dining tables p one
WANTED TO 'REM
J3C
Robinson, 489-2189.
Alvin H. Harrell, Route 4, 2 door hardtop. Vinyl roof, V8, clawfoot; chairs; pie safe; wash
Murray, Ky.
WANT TO RENT; two bedroom
turbo-hydromatic automatic stand; three center tables; office
house unfurnished either in town
FOR RENT
transmission. Less than 200 desk; walnut sideboard; marble
FOR RENT
Conley Crass, Dec'd
or country with stove and
miles. Bought new in Murray. top table; oak dresser; spinning
Maudie Crass, 413 N. 4th Priced to sell. Phone 492-8722. J9C wheel; wicker rocker and doll
refrigerator. Occupy midMurray, Ky.
August. Married couple, no
buggy; love seat and chair;
J5C
children. Phone 753-2368.
1955 CHEVROLET V8, straight organ stool; dinner bell; picture
INVENTORY ADJUSTMENT
Scottie Jo Guy, Dec'd
shift, 4 door. Good work car. frames; brass lamps and kettles;
Carroll W. Guy, Route 6, Murray, Phone 492-8722.
J5C kitchen
two
WANTS TO RENT unfurnished
cabinet;
1 One Bedroom 1 -Two Bedroom
Ky.
small house, near campus if
refrigerators; air conditioner;
AT
PRESENT HOMES SELLING
possible, for Fall and Spring
1968 CORVETTE,2 tops,4 speed. used very little; gas and electric
1 -Furnished Apartment, five room, two
Mary C. Downs, Dec'd
semesters. Call 767-4953.
J7C
Radio, 327 engine, 350 H.P. Best stoves. Other household and
Dewey Ragsdale and Marjorie offer. Phone 753-8902 or see at 416 small collectors items. Will have
bedrooms, air conditioned.
St.,
franchises,
Sycamore
new
1100
Shroat Huie,
,J5C sander belts,teen age boys school
Come see our totally
South 2nd.
1 -Furnished Apartment, three large rooms, air
Murray, Ky.
needs, other new items that will
new decors. new floor plans, new financing!
1965 CHEVROLET 31 Sport sell from one-third to ½ retail
conditioned
Izttye Suiter, Dec'd
Coupe, automatic, power price and less. My first time to
WE HAVE THE EXCLUSIVE
HaffOrd Rogers, Route 7, steering and brakes, factory air. offer this unlimited number of
ALL UTILITIES PAID ON THESE . . .
Murray, Ky.
$475.00. 1965 Kerman Ghia new and needed items that you
All persons having claims Volkswagen convertible, in good buy daily. You need to attend this
1 -Furnished Apartment, three rooms
against said estates are notified condition.
1959 sale.
$495.00.
NEVER KNOWINGLY UNDERSOLD
1 -Furnished Apartment, two bedrooms,
to present them to the Ad- Volkswagen, $150.00 Phne 489- Douglas Shoemaker AucJ3C tioneer.
Bring Your Best Deal In and Watch Us Beat It!! ministrator or Executors verified 2189.
very large.
according to law, same to be
I have 4 good sales coming up
conpresented to said Administrator 1968 JAVELIN, excellent
Phone 753-5617 Of
soon. A two day antique and
or Executors in due course of dition. New tires, vinyl top. household items for one man, his
After 5:00 Phone 753-1257
Phone 753-8904 or 753,1143. J4C health permitting. Also One of the r
law.
1971.
June,
of
day
1
This
have
I
sales
biggest and best item
Hwy. 641 South - Beside Holiday Inn
Marvin Harris, Clerk
1969 MUSTANG Mach I. New ever had. It will be here in NICE THREE bedroom brick FIVE RO4',A1 house, carpet
15.
753-3640
Phone
Judith
C.
Ainley,
D.
By:
tires. 24,000 actual miles.
J5C home in Plainview Acres Phone throughout. Available June
Murray, Ky.
Murray, Kentucky.
J4C
1TP 753-3679.
J4P
753-7903 after 5:00p.m.
TEC Phone 7534200.

ES, DUCKS, Chickens,
Guineas, adults and babies.
Hubert
selection.
Large
Alexander, 3 miles South of
J5P
Sedalia. Phone 328-8563.
•,
WRINGER-TYPE washer. Call
J5P
753-9908.

Murray

PASCHALL TRUCK LINES
- DIRECT SERVICE

BUY

MOBILE HOMES
WHOLESALE
Kgat
SALE

Home 8 Auto
Store

BRAND NAME
STEREO TAPES

1.

For Rent Downtown

2 Air-Conditioned Trailers

OUR COST

,

RENTAL PURCHASE PLAN
PRICE MOBILE HOME
CENTER

wwwwwweirmemeigasi
•
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Collisions Occur
Here On Wednesday

Murder Trial...

(Continued from Page!)
Two traffic collisions occurred could see Mrs. Dixon lunging at while runrung from the house to
Wednesday morning, but no him. He said he turned and fired get help.
injuries were listed on the report from the shoulder. She fell to her 3. Collins was highly nervous
filed by the investigating officers knees, he continued, and then during the period of the inof the Murray Police Depart- "everything Went black."
vestigation. The defense, handled
He related how she had offered by Nat Ryan Hughes and John
ment.
Cars involved in the collision at him five dollars if he would leave Gregory, objected to testimony
8:50 a.m. were a 1970 Mercury the house and had pitched the five given and attempted to discredit
four door driven by Edna For- dollars on the bed. He said that he testimony concerning tracks
shee Billington of Cadiz Route grabbed the five dollar bill, after which led from the Dixon yard to
Four and a 1966 Pontiac four firing the single shot, and ran out the Collins home, saying that the
door wagon owned by Don A. of the door back to his home tracks could have been made by
Carpenter and driven by Carolyn which is about 200 yards from the anyone.
Dixon home.
P. Carpenter of Paris, Tenn.
They also intimated that
Police said both cars were In the statement, Collins said possibly the bullet taken from the
going north on South 12th Street that he had to take the gun apart body of Mrs. Dixon had not been
when the Billington made a left to get the shell extracted, so his under proper care from the time
turn from the right hand lane and father would not know that he had it was removed until it was tested
failed to see the Carpenter car in used the gun. He replaced the gun in the State Police Crime Lab.
in the gun rack and hid the five The bullet was in fragments and
the left lane.
Damage to the Billington car dollars, he said.
the question was raised if a
was on the left rear fender, door, Deputy Maurice Wilson was the sufficient size fragment was
and trunk, and to the Carpenter last witness on the stand present to get a clear cuttecisive
car on the right fender, bumper, yesterday for the prosecution. He answer as to whether the bullet
hood, and grill.
related that after getting the call was fired from the Collins rifle.
Four minutes earlier the other on the killing, he met Collins at The defense will present its
accident occurred at the Nor- Hopkins Grocery and that Collins case this afternoon with the case
thside Shopping Center when led him to the Dixon home.
expected to go to the jury later
Faustina Martinez Wyatt of 715 He said that Collins stayed in today.
Murray Court, driving a 1964 the vicinity while the in- Young Collins is seventeen
Ford four door sedan hit the post vestigation was going on at the years of age.
In trout of the Murray Beauty Dixon home.On March 6, Mr. and Yesterday Dr. David Barrett
Shop, according to the police Mrs. Collins and Franklin asked testified that Mrs. Dixon met
report.
that he meet them at the cour- death from the bullet as it enMrs. Wyatt was going north on thouse and it was there that the tered at the right eyebrow and
the parking lot, making a left , statement was made on tape coursed downthrough the brain to
turn to park on the east side of the before County Attorney Easley come to rest against the inside of
beauty shop, when she said her and Deputy Wilson.
the lower back skull.
foot slipped off of the brake anti Deputy Wilson said that he Her husband, James Dixon,
the car ran into the post knocking suspected Collins because of the related that young Collins met
the porch awning of the beauty following reasons:
him as he turned off the blacktop
shop down onto the hood of her I. Collins told him Mrs. Dixon onto the gravel road to his home,
was shot, yet she was lying on her and informed him of the death of
car, the police report said.
face and no one knew for sure at his wife. This was the first he
that time how she had met her knew of it, he said.
death.
Mrs. Dixon was found in the
2. Collins explained why his early afternoon by her six year
fingerprints might be on the old daughter when she came
The South Pleasant Grove telephone at the house, and else home from school and summoned
United Methodist Church will that he had made the bloody- help.
have its annual Vacation Bible smear in the kitchen as he slipped
School from Monday, June 7
through Friday, June 11.
A church spokesman said
classes for nursery through
junior high will be held each
morning 8:30 to 11:30.

Pleasant Grove
School Planned

Bible School Will
Be At Scotts Grove
The Scotts Grove Baptist
Church will have its Vacation
Bible School preparation day on
Friday, June 4, from nine to ten
a.m.
Classes will begin Monday,
June 7, and continue through
Friday, June 11. Sessions will be
held each day from 8.30 to eleven
a.m. Children through age fifteen
are invited to attend the school.
Parents Night will be held
Sunday, June 13, at seven p.m.
FIVE CTTED
Five persons were cited by the
Murray Police Department
yesterday and last night. They
were two for unnecessary noise,
one for public drunkenness, one
for speeding and unnecessary
noise, and one for speeding,
reckless driving, fleeing a police
officer, unnecessary noise, and
no city auto sticker.

WHAT A DIFFERENCE A DECADE MAKES-A tire used
in the 1982 race at Indianapolis looks pretty juniorsized compared to that set-of four for this year's "500".

INTRODUCTORY
SPECIAL
In response te the favorable comments
we continue to receive on our Filet of Catfish
we are continuing our Special Introduction
to those who have not eaten with us recently.
All The

CATFISH
You Can Eat

1 $1.69
,•

Taptaitt's 1Kitrilrn
Highway h41 North
Murray, Ky.

Open 4 p.m. Tues.-Sat.
12 p.m. Sunday

Phone 753-4141 For Carry Out 9rders
WhilhaXibeala.

KENTUCKY

Rc-discs e
MUCK
Home Life is the Rub Many Years Ago
BY Helen Price Stacy
WEST LIBERTY, Ky.-Life as it was lived a number of years
ago continues to have a fascination The reason for its iptrigue is
not known etactly but the spell eeseains. When traveling through
the countryside at dusk, the Ws making deep shadows in the
valleys,it is pleasant to look through the distance to a
far hill and
if there is a light in sight to imagine all sorts of things.
take
fireplace
Maybe there's a small fire in the
to
away the
evening chill; perhaps a coal oil lamp on a table and a white
haired grandma doing her mending by its pale light, her companion dozing In his rocking chair nearby. They have done their
day's chores and now comes the quiet time of day, inside, where
night is like a soft, hand-tacked comforter.
Could I but see into the lighted room on that far hill, the actual
picture might be different. The couple might be enjoying the
movie on TV while a record player makes music in another room;
heat might be provided by electricity, with the same power
making brilliant light throughout the room. Still, I continue to put
old time people and old time ways into those mysterious lighted
rooms on those far away hills.
Elliott County's Rufus Henderson Click is a master at
describing the kind of life I have in mind. It's not that I would
want to revert to the iron kettle,skillet and lid, churning milk with
a dasher to make butter, heating an iron on the wood range and
drawing water from a well in the yard-but it's interesting to
think about.
"Memories, still they linger," wrote Click who many years ago
moved west and settled in Prescott, Arizona. He is nearing 90
years of age.
His mother Jane Stegall Click cooked meals in an iron kettle. In
one of Click's five books he tells how she would place the kettle on
the fire to cook meat, potatoes, chicken. "We also had a large
skillet and lid (Dutch oven)," he wrote in EARLY HOME LIFE
IN THE HILLS.
"She would heat the skillet and lid on the fire then shovel large
hot coals on the hearth, set the skillet on, put in corn meal dough,
then put the lid on and shovel coals on top.
"Well do I remember the brown old pone of thick corn breadno better ever baked-and the sweet potatoes she baked in the old
skillet,the pitcher of milk and large dish of butter."
Sugar was a commodity rare in country homes of years ago and
at the Click farm as well as other farms in the region, "each
farmer raised a patch of cane from which he made a barrel of
sorghum molasses for domestic we Later cane mills were run till
late hours at night which afforded a favorite place for gathering of
both old and young."
The neighborly act of borrowing was as much a practice back
then as today. It was customary,said Click, to borrow meal, flour,
salt,soda or a cup of green coffee. The coffee then had to be put in
small skillet on a hot fire and stirred until brown and ready for
the coffee mill.
As strange as it might seem, fire was the thing most often
borrowed as it was difficult to keep matches between tripe to the
store. Keeping live coals over night was taken for granted, but
occasionally when "one got up and found the fire out he went to
the nearest neighbor to borrow bee coals." On one occasion the
Click household had early visits from two neighbors whose fires
had gene out during the night. "So they both came to our house
and each got a live coal between two chips or on small shovel
and kept it alive until he got home."
Click was sixth in a family of 12 children of Dock and Jane
Click. Born on Ruin Creek in Elliott County, he attended rural
schools and later became a teacher and a minister. He wrote five
books including regional history, poetry and sermons. It is his
account of his early home life that is outstanding. That and his
description of intermarriage.
In "Rising from the Rough," Click said that"a field of corn can
be so interwoven with morning glory vines, or with wild sweep
potato vines that one would have to but shake one stalk of corn to
set the entire field in motion."
He goes on, "'This may well compare with some genealogical
trees which are native to the hills. . . One young couple, whom I
knew well, married. They were cousins and even more. Their
mothers were sisters and their fathers were first cousins. The
bride's father and mother were first cousins and the groom's
father and mother were first cousins.
"The bride's father was first cousin to the groom's mother and
the groom's father was first coludn to the bride's mother. It would
require more than an ordinary education to determine the
relationship the children of this couple had to each other, to their
parents, grandparents, uncles and aunts."
The Click home was in a remote section in his early years and
every time a peddler stopped at the farm, it was talked about for
weeks. The family had made straw ticks for all the beds; each
tick (mattress) was covered with another made of feathers.
"I remember our first bed springs," recalled Click. "An agent
came along trading springs for feathers and Ma partly emptied
one feather bed and gave them for springs for one bed. All of us
wanted to get in that bed."-In one of his books of poet
Elliott Countian wrote.
Our home life to you may seem ruder,
But it filled every need and desire;
Nowhere now I find more contentment
Than was ours by our own chimney fire.

Two Juveniles Are
Cited By Police
This Morning

Eddyville
Will Be Host
To Workshop

Two juveniles were cited by the
The Kentucky Fedeartion of
Murray Police Department this
morning at 1:46 o'clock for Women's Clubs will hold its First
Summer Workshop at
breaking and entering of the District
Eddyville Community Censtorehouse at the Five Points the Eddyville, on
Thu rid y,
Barbecue on the Coldwater Road ter, 10. Eddyville Woman's
June
serve as hostess club
The two juveniles were Club will
event
the
for
discovered inside the building,
Registration will begin at 9:30
were arrested, and placed In the
a.m. with the meeting called to
Calloway County jail.
at 10:00 a.m.
Police said entry was gained by order
meeting will be informaThis
using a screw driver to break a
window on the north side of the tive for new club presidents and
members.
building. Stolen were sit hamAll district officers and chairburger steaks, and 116 Or) in
men are expected to attend and
silver.
to familiarize individuals with
Two other thefts were reported their special committee work,
to the City Police. Charles reporting and publicity
Fosberg of Waldrop's Trailer All presidents are asked to
Court said his 1966 Bridgestone bring their Presidents Manual,
scoreboard and Presimotorcycle was stolen, and Joe advance
Packet.
Gray of White Hall Dormitory dents
Luncheon reservations are
said two thirteen inch wire wheel
and &Add be mailed to
$2.25
covers were stolen from hia
R. M. Dunn,Fairvie
Mrs.
Chevrolet, according to reports
Avenue, Eddyville, by Monday.
made to the police on Wedilsday
June 7.
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Murray High

• ••

Purchase Area
Hog Market

Today's Stock
Market

(Continued from Page 11
included: social studies, Suzanne
NEW
YORK (UPI)-The
Jones and Nancy Hart; English Federal State Market Service stock market opened higher on
and French awards, Anne Battle; June 3rd
moderately active trading.
science, Alan
Weatherly; Kentucky purchase area hog Shortly after the opening, the
Ryan; market report includes 9 buying Dow Jones industrial average
mathematics, Pat
Spanish, Rebecca Terhune; stations
showed a gain of 0.35 at 919.97.
business, Darryel Paschall; Receipts: Act. 1698 Est. 1400 Advances topped declines, 177
distributive education, Joanne Barrows and Gilts 25 lower Sows to 77, among the 352 issues
Roberts; home economics, steady
mossing the tape.
Nancy Mathis; speech, Mark
U.S. Steel picked up le to 33,
Etherton; industrial arts, US 1-3 200-230 lbs., 17.75-18.25
while Bethlehem and Republic
Richard Hall; art, David US 2-4 190-240 lbs., 17.50.17.75
!led unchanged at 22% and
Teitloff ; vocal music, Mary US 2-4 240-280 lbs., 17.00-17.50
17%, respectively. Jones &
Winter; Anon Award in music, US 1-4 260-280 lbs., 16.50-17.00
Laughlin also was unchanged at
Larry Slinker.
Sows
We, but Armco dipped es to
Scholarship awards have been US 1-2 270-350 lbs., 13.50-14.25
18%.
received by Kitty Lou Milliken, to US 1-3 300-5501bs., 112.50-13.50
In the chemicals, Union
Vanderbilt University; Ray US 2-3 450.650 lbs., 11.50-12.50
Carbide surrendered % to 49%,
Smith, the University of
Dow rose eie to 96, and Allied
Louisville; Pat Ryan, Coast Mayfield Feeder Pig Sale for Chemical was % higher at 30%.
Guard Academy; Jayda Stuart, Thursday June 3rd. Total head Jersey Standard added 14 to
Western Kentucky University; 575 compared to last week pigs n among the oils. Standard of
David Alexander, Western steady to $1.50 higher. Light California climbed % to 59,
Kentucky University; Ricky weights under 25 lbs. $30.25
Pennzoil % to 34, and Natornas
Jones, Mineral Area Junior US 1-2 26-35 lbs. $30.25
% to 93%. Atlantic •Richfield,
College, Missouri; and to Murray 36-45 lbs. $32.00
however, dipped le to 72%, and
State University, Ed Adams, 46-55 lbs. $31.00431.50
Getty also was down le to 91%.
Optimist Club; Anne Battle, 5643 lbs. $31.50
Superior fell % to 205.
Alumni; Mike Boyd, biological 70-89 lbs. $21.25
In the rails, Southern Pacific
sciences; Steve Brooks, Civitan US 1-3 26-25 lbs. 823.25
lost % to 41%, but Chesapeake
Club; Mary Jane Buchanan, 36-45 lbs. $28.25
& Ohio and Missouri Pacific
secondary education; Allen 46-55 lbs. r6.25
picked up % each to 62 and
Cunningham, industrial 56-69 lbs. $23.25423.75
70%. Louisville & Nashville rose
education; Rebecca Fenton, 90-100 lbs. $20.25
ei to 133.
Murray Moose Lodge; Richard 110-120 lbs. $17.25
IBM gained Y2 to 327. Control
Hall, physics and Lions; Suzanne
Data picked up % to 69%.
Jones, elementary education;
Chrysler added % to 30%, and
FREE KITTENS
John
Rayburn,
business Kittens, part Siamese and part American Motors was uneducation; Darryel Paschall, Persian, are free to persons for changed at 6/
1
2.
Murray Quota Club; Rebecca pets. For further information
Bausch & Lomb added 1% to
call
Terhune, Spanish; Mary Winter, 753-5583.
135%. Wrigley lost 1% to issec
Board of Regents.
Ranking fifth in his class with
NEED A KITTEN
an average of 95.97 was Richard
Hall. Fourth ranking student, Four kittens are free to persons
Continued from Pagel)
Suzanne Jones had an average of for pets. For further information
late Dr. George E. Freeman of
96.22. Mary Winter's average was call 753-7456 after five p.m.
Houston, Texas. The other son,
96.41 as third honor student. Ate
James I. Freeman and his family
average of 97.05 made Nancy
live in Arlington, Texas. There
Hart the class salutatorian. Anne VOTE APPROVED
Battle's average of 98.25 was the ALBANY, N.Y.(UPI)-New are six grandchildren. Her sister,
highest average ever attained by York has become the 31st state Mrs. J. E. Underwood, lives hi
any graduate of Murray High to ratify the constitutional Jackson, Tenneseee.
School.
amendment lowering the voting LIMA BLACKOUT
LIMA, Peru (UPI)-Police
age
to 18.
The Murray High School Band
said Wednesday a 40-minute
The
measure
breezed through
played for the processional and
blackout of greater Lima
recessional. The Mixed Chorus a 51-2 vote in the Senate and Monday was caused by a man
138-8
in
the
Assembly
Wednessang "Alleluia" by Thompson.
who apparently committed suiMrs. Joan Bowker was the day. All 10 opponents were cide by throwing himself from
director. A reception honoring Republicans.
a tower onto high tension wires
the graduates was held at the
Murray Woman's Clubhouse
given by the parents.

Mrs. Freeman.

We Are Pleased To Announce
the Installation of a

Brooks Chapel To
Hold Bible School
The Brooks Chapel United
Methodist Church will hold its
annual Vacation Bible School
starting Monday,June 7, and
continuing through Friday, June
11.
Classes will be held each
morning from 9:30 to 11:30 for
children kindergarten through
youth ages, according to a church
spokesman.

STOCK MARKET QUOTATION SYSTEM
I. M. SIMON & CO.
Members New York Stock Exchange
200 S. 4th Street
Murray, Kentucky
Phone 753-8611

STEPHEN L. YARBROUGH
REGISTERED REPRESENTATIVE
4IMMInmsi

'Limited Time
41.

REQ. 24.11
Rol Latex
Inter or Latex Wall
Paint
Washable Easy
soap and water clean
up
One coat covers most
surfaces
•

Sturdy, reusable. Handle
tray Reg. 81.29994
Rol-Hide Latex
Wall Paint
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BILBREY'S 0424)
E. MAIN STREET

Pi

BUNKER-RAMO TELEQUOTE Ill

Savings up
4NLYILIE)caw'
to 32%!
REG. SS.I1
Mary Carter Latex
House Paint
Dries in 30 minutes
For all exterior Star
faces
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